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'CELEBRATION OF SPRING'
Though the tulip fields of Skagit County are full of color this time of 
year, it's the skies above that add the real drama and beauty. "The 
weather changes every 15 minutes," says photographer Lee Mann 
('60, Secondary Education). "You get these unstable air masses with 
dark, stormy clouds. Then you have the sun come out and the 'God's 
rays' come down. You never know what it's going to be."
So it goes every spring in the Northwest.
For40 years, Mann, who first tookhis camera into the backcountry 
as president of Western's Alpine Club, has captured the stunning 
landscapes of the Northwest and beyond. The African Serengeti 
and the Canadian Barren Lands are among his favorites.
His work has been published in national magazines, but he's made 
his living selling framed prints of his work. The U.S. Navy bought 
several for its Everett-based ships. Mann also sells prints from his 
6,000-square-foot home studio in Sedro-Woolley, a family busi­
ness run by his son, Bryce Mann ('94, English), and on his website, 
www.leemannphotography.com. A portion of his sales go to 
conservation causes.
Working through his archived photography has kept the 75-year- 
old Mann busy. "I'm still working on a lot of things from places I'll 
never get back to," he says. Nerve damage from back surgery in 
2007 keeps him off the rugged mountaintops, but he still hikes and 
shoots - when the light is right.
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Message
from the President
Take a look at the difference 
Western makes in our communities
One of the many ways to appreciate the magnitude of the 
differences Western alumni, students, faculty and staff make is to 
see how we enhance the places we call home.
Western recently received the prestigious Community 
Engagement recognition from the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching. The Carnegie Foundation defines 
community engagement as “the collaboration between institutions 
of higher education and their larger communities (local, regional/
state, national, global) for the mutually beneficial exchange of knowledge and resources in a context of partnership 
and reciprocity.”
While it is an honor to be so recognized, we also know that for many, many years Western has been changing 
lives for the better.
For instance. Western alumni live in all 39 counties in Washington state. As entrepreneurs, innovators, 
professionals and business leaders, they are the educated work force that makes their local economies stronger. 
They are civic leaders, parents and volunteers who go the extra mile to ensure their communities are better places 
to live.
Western faculty and student research reaches across the region, state and world in its benefits and applications. 
To name just a few, our researchers monitor lakes, rivers, streams, wetlands and glaciers. They study earthquake 
threats. Mount Baker, declining bird populations and the health of Puget Sound ecosystems. They are exploring 
new treatments for hemophilia, the secrets of brain plasticity, the impact of military service on personal health, the 
existence of “dark energy” in distant galaxy clusters, and the development of the next generation of solar panels, 
alternative fuels and composite materials.
There are other excellent examples in this issue of Window - such “Learning and Serving,” the story on 
Westerns strong commitment to service learning, which makes a significant difference in our community and is a 
practical, hands-on way for students to apply the skills they learned in the classroom. Western students spend tens 
of thousands of hours in service to the community through these projects.
A fun way to learn about many of the exciting things going on at Western is to attend the event-packed 2011 
Back 2 Bellingham Alumni and Family Weekend May 13 to 15. Details on the weekend plans are in this edition of 
Window. It is with great pleasure that we invite you to come back to campus, and I look forward to seeing you here!
Photo by Dan Levine
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What do you think about WINDOW?
If something you read in Window sparks a memory, question, inspiration or critique, let 
us know! We'll run a sampling of your feedback in each edition. Send your thoughts to 
window(S)wwu.edu. Or, find us on online at www.wwu.edu/window and on Facebook. 
You may also send a note to Window Magazine, Office of University Communications, 
516 High St, Bellingham, WA, 98225-9011.
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Thinking about the end gave her a good start
Melna SkilMngstead ('77, Recreation), enjoyed the article about Mike Town ('84 and'85) 
in the Fall 2010 Window. Both her daughters loved Town's AP Environmental Science class 
at Redmond High School and are now students at Western. It turns out Skillingstead and 
Town both were Inspired by the same Western professor, John Miles. "A class assignment 
he gave directed the course of my professional career,"she writes. "It was to write my own 
obituary: what I wanted to be remembered for, which was to leave a lasting legacy in a 
community." Skillingstead went on to develop community arts programs for the city of 
Redmond from 1981 to 2006. "For this achievement I received many awards," she says, 
"including the 2000 Recreation Alumni of the Year award and several awards from the 
Washington Recreation and Parks Association." Skillingstead, whose husband, Joel, is a 
1990 graduate of Huxley College of the Environment, also reports that their daughter 
Kelly has gotten involved in the Compass 2 Campus mentoring program."! am proud that 
we are a WWU family making a difference in the world," she writes.
Coming soon: your chance to help Window magazine get better
Watch your email in-box in the coming weeks for a short survey asking your thoughts 
about Window magazine, from your favorite types of stories (athletics? faculty profiles? 
campus controversies?) to your favorite magazine format (print? online? both?). The 
anonymous survey will provide invaluable feedback for us as we make sure we're produc­
ing the best possible magazine for alumni and friends of Western Washington University.
Sheila Webb, Assistant Professor, Journalism
Window is published in the fall and spring for alumni and 
friends of Western Washington University by the Office of 
University Communications, 516 High St., 
Bellingham, WA, 98225-9011 (360) 650-3350
Send change-of-address requests to:
Western Washington University 
University Advancement - Constituent Records 
Old Main 430, MS 9030 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
or email alumni@wwu.edu
Views expressed in Window are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily reflect official policy of 
Western Washington University.
Window supports Western's commitment to assuring that 
all programs and activities are readily accessible 
to all eligible people without regard to race, color, 
creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, 
marital status, sexual orientation or veteran's status.
This publication is available in an alternate format.
For information, call (360) 650-3350.
More Window online
Go to www.wwu.edu/window for online-only content including:
• A story about how '00 alumnus Phong Duong combined his love of outdoor adven­
ture with his profession as a lawyer.
• A look at DB Skimboards, a dream-come-true company founded by a group of high 
school buddies in Tacoma, including a few who continued to build the company 
while earning their WWU degrees.
• An archive photo of Fairhaven College of Interdisciplinary Studies' 1973 nod to tradi­
tion: a Junior-Senior prom.
A MIXV-yJ
FSC
www.fsc.org
V
Paper from 
responsible sources
FSC® C006571
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WWU News
Western's 100,000*’’ degree celebration 
takes one graduate by surprise
Western Theatre students will perform 
in Scotland's Fringe Arts Festival
Ariadnne Alatriste 
Pena got more 
than a mortarboard 
when she gradu­
ated with a Cultural 
Anthropology de­
gree in December 
2010 - she received 
honorary recogni­
tion as Western's 
100,000^^ degree 
recipient.
Western officials knew the 100,000^^ degree would be 
awarded at Fall Commencement, and selected a student at 
random to represent the recipient of the landmark degree. 
Alatriste, of Laguna Hills, Calif., did not know she had been 
selected until it was her turn to walk across the stage at the 
ceremony.
"I couldn't believe it," says Alatriste, who was planning to 
head to Mexico after graduation to work with youth in a 
drug rehabilitation center."Everyone got up and applauded. 
Western works in incredible ways."
Western is also honoring the entire 2010-11 graduating class 
with a commemorative brick paver installed in the sidewalk 
in front of Old Main. Western began awarding degrees in 
1933, after decades of awarding certificates and diplomas.
Alatriste received a gift basket with WWU memorabilia, in­
cluding a blanket, clock, 
coffee cup, keychain and 
"Western at 100" book. 
She plans to attend 
graduate school to study 
colonization, war, human 
rights and sovereignty.
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The one: 2010 graduate Ariadnne 
Alatriste Pena realizes she's the 
honorary 100,000*’’ degree recipient at 
Western's Fall Commencement.
Milestone: WWU President Bruce Shepard, 
2010 graduate Ariadnne Alatriste Pena, 
and WWU Board of Trustees Chair Dennis 
Madsen.
A small group of Western Theatre students and alumni are 
collaborating on a play they'll take to Edinburgh, Scotland, 
this summer to perform at the Fringe, the world's largest arts 
festival.
And, in keeping with the Fringe's innovative, experimental 
spirit, the students will continue collaborating, experiment­
ing and developing until the curtain rises.
The eight WWU students and alumni, and Associate Theatre 
Arts Professor Rich Brown, are joining a group from Bucknell 
University to create the play, currently titled "The American 
Family." Last summer, the WWU group traveled to Bucknell 
in Pennsylvania to learn about theatrical collaboration 
from Andy Paris, founding member of the Tectonic Theater 
Project, whose "The Laramie Project" went on to be one of 
the most-performed plays in the U.S.
The group created about half of the hour-long show at 
Bucknell. Since then the two groups have been developing 
more material on their own, sharing their work via Skype 
and YouTube. They'll reunite in Edinburgh in summer 2011 
to complete the play in time to stage eight performances 
during the Fringe.
Devising new work from scratch is a lesson in the entrepre­
neurial side of theatre. Brown says.
"I emphasize to students they need to learn how to make 
their own work," he says, "instead of being beholden to a di­
rector to cast them or hire them as a designer"
%
Photo by Mark Hutchinson
Collaboration:
Students from 
Western and Bucknell 
are collaborating on 
a play exploring "The 
American Family"to 
perform at the Fringe 
Festival in Scotfand 
this summer. „ .5
With 412 wins. Carmen Dolfo 
breaks a coaching record
No Western women's coach has racked up 
more career wins than basketball coach 
Carmen Dolfo ('88), who just completed her 
20^^ season with a 26-4 record and another 
post-season appearance.
Dolfo surpassed her former coach and men­
tor, Lynda Goodrich ('66) Jan. 20 when WWU 
beat the University of Alaska Fairbanks,
Dolfo's 412^^ career victory. Earlier in the sea­
son, Western became the first school In the 
country with two women's basketball coach­
es whose teams have earned more than 400 victories apiece; Dolfo reached that 
plateau against San Francisco State University on Nov. 20.
In addition to their impressive records, the two friends share a courtside inten­
sity borne from an aversion to losing. They also share a knack for mentorship. 
Just as Goodrich nurtured her former player and assistant coach into a legend­
ary champion, Dolfo, too, enjoys her relationships with her players.
"I'm happy to be involved in the women's lives," Dolfo says."If you are super hard 
on them on the court, you have to care off the court. You learn a lot about your 
life (playing basketball), and I want them to take that and their hard work into 
their lives (after basketball)."
Goodrich, WWU's athletic director for 24 years, was happy to be one-upped by 
her former protege.
"I did a good job picking my successor, didn't I?" she says.
Strong women: Carmen Dolfo, left, 
now has more coaching wins than 
her mentor, Athletic Director Lynda 
Goodrich, right
WWU News
National champion Brown 
soars to new heights
Senior Ryan Brown became the first individ­
ual in Western's history to win back-to-back 
national championships in March when he 
successfully defended his national pole vault 
title in the NCAA Division ll indoor track and 
field championships.
Brown's winning vault of 17 feet, 2% inches 
beat his championship effort last year by 3% 
inches. He was the nation's top-ranked vault- 
er heading into the championship meet, but 
the competition still had Its nail-biting mo­
ments.
"Ryan skipped the first two heights and 
was down to his third and final attempt at 
16-2%, but he kept his composure and 
cleared it," says Pee Wee Halsell, Western's 
Track and Field coach. "Then he got into a 
rhythm and it may have been his best com­
petition as far as progression. It was amazing 
to watch."
The 6-foot, 3-inch Brown, a senior from 
Bellingham, Is also the defending NCAA 
Division 11 outdoor national champion in the 
pole vault. He's scheduled to defend that title 
at the national championship meet in May.
After that, who knows? Brown has Olympic 
dreams. Halsell thinks Brown is capable of 
soaring to 19 feet, which would have won 
a bronze medal in the last Olympics. But 
while they respect his athletic ability. Brown's 
coaches and teammates also admire him for 
being a so\\d, level-headed guy.
"There's a huge team of people who helped 
me," says Brown, who wants to be a chiro­
practor. "I wish I could bring them all up on 
the podium. But it's a pretty small podium."
www.wwu.edu/window 7
Kiplinger's: Western
is a'Best Value'
A Western Washington University 
education is a great deal for the mon­
ey, says Kiplinger's Personal Finance 
magazine.
In its February issue, Kiplinger's 
ranked Western 56^*^ on its nation­
al list of 100 Best Values in Public 
Colleges for 2011.
Each year, the magazine analyzes 
universities'academic quality, includ­
ing admission and retention rates, 
student-faculty ratios and gradua­
tion rates. Each school is then ranked 
based on cost and financial aid, as 
well as average debt students accu­
mulate before graduation.
Western Is among the top 100 public 
colleges and universities that "deliver 
a stellar education at an affordable 
price," according to the magazine. 
And WWU ranked ahead of such 
schools as University of Oregon, 
University of Iowa and University of 
California, Santa Cruz.
Western also has consistently re­
ceived strong rankings in U.S. News & 
World Report surveys of colleges and 
universities In the nation. Western is 
the highest ranking public, master's- 
granting university in the Pacific 
Northwest, according to the maga­
zine's annual college rankings.
Photo by Rachel Bayne
"Stellar education at 
an affordable price";
Engineering Technology 
Professor Arunas Oslapas 
leads a collaborative 
discussion of student 
projects.
Western alumni earn global Fulbright Scholarships
Recent Western graduates are teaching and studying in the U.K., Germany and 
Uruguay thanks to prestigious Fulbright scholarships.
Michaela Rollins Williams ('08, Interdisciplinary) of Spokane is pursuing a master's 
degree at the Institute of Development Studies at the University of Sussex. She is 
exploring development strategies to build resilience in the face of dramatic chang­
es in climate, energy and commodity prices.
Jennifer Mankin ('10, Linguistics) of Snohomish is a Fulbright Teaching Assistant 
in Germany, where she teaches at the secondary level. She's also taking classes at a 
nearby university and learning about beekeeping as a way to get involved with the 
community and practice her German. Next, she's considering graduate school in 
Europe for an advanced degree in linguistics.
Nicole Grambo ('10, Spanish) of Cheney is a Fulbright Teaching Assistant in 
Uruguay, where she is teaching English at elementary and high schools and at an 
English teacher training institute in the coastal city of Maldonado. She also plans to 
spend five months in Montevideo.
Michaela Rollins Williams ('08), Jennifer Mankin ('10), at the Nicole Grambo ('10), on the
in London, is studying economic Dresden Christmas Market, is a beach near Maldonado, is
development and resilience in teaching assistant in Germany. teaching English in Uruguay,
the U.K.
WWU News
National Science Foundation grant 
funds next-gen electronics research
Search for the next semiconductor: Assistant Professor Janelle Leger and 
her undergraduate research assistants are studying conductive polymers.
The National Science Foundation has awarded one of its 
most prestigious grants to Assistant Professor Janelle Leger, 
who is looking at whether organic materials can become a 
next generation of low-cost semiconductors.
With the help of several undergraduates, Leger is developing 
innovative ways to use conductive polymers to replace sili­
con and other inorganic semiconductors for use in lighting, 
solar-energy conversion and solid-state memory. She's look­
ing at organic materials that are more flexible and cheaper 
than traditional semiconductors such as silicon. Some could 
even be produced with low-cost techniques similar to ink­
jet or screen printing, and could help make solar panels and 
other green technology more accessible.
"Most of the actual work is being done by undergrads," Leger 
says. "What's really cool about Western is that students here 
have an opportunity to really carry their own research proj­
ects."
Leger came to WWU in 2008 as part of the faculties of both 
the Physics and Chemistry departments. She's also a mem­
ber of Western's Applied Materials Science and Engineering 
Center (AMSEC).
The five-year, $530,000 Early CAREER grant is the NSF's most 
prestigious award to support the research of junior faculty 
who are strong teachers and scholars. Leger is also working 
with North Seattle Community College to smooth the path­
ways for students interested in studying materials science 
at Western.
New logo, tagiine are just one part of 
Western's intensive branding project
"Active Minds Changing Lives," Western Washington 
University's tagline - along with a new, more representative 
logo - are the most visible results of an intensive, 18-month 
branding effort to better define what makes Western distinc­
tive.
"The new tagline is a vivid descriptor of Western students, 
alumni, faculty and staff," says Steve Swan, Western's vice 
president for University Relations.
Driven by data from interviews with prospective and current 
students, alumni, faculty, staff and others, the research result­
ed in five key characteristics that describe Western's culture: 
inviting, engaging, adventurous, distinctive and collabora­
tive. These five "brand characteristics" serve as the foundation 
for continued work in demonstrating what's distinctive about 
Western.
Through a focused approach to integrated marketing, this 
branding initiative can translate into many benefits for 
the university, including in the areas of enrollment, fund­
raising, partnership with the Legislature and even the ability 
of Western graduates to get jobs.
The logo, featuring a stylized view of Mount Baker and 
Bellingham Bay, was created by Western student Branson 
Anderson. "The research made it very clear that our sense of 
place is one of the strongest anchors people have to Western," 
Swan says. "So we wanted the logo to identify with that."
No state-appropriated funds, or tuition dollars, were used in 
the branding initiative. Learn more atwww.wwu.edu/identity.
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Active Minds Changing Lives
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Andrew Cull's company delivers 
medical training, supplies and services 
to the world's impossible places
By Ron C. Judd ('85, Jouwalism)
VSSm
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Top: A Remote Medical International 
paramedic evacuates a critical patient from 
a project in Gambia.
Bottom: Phong Duong ('00), RMI's general 
counsel and a wilderness instructor, 
teaches members of the 501st Infantry 
Regiment the principles of high-angle 
rescue.
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Global readiness: 
Andrew Cull ('01), 
right, is CEO of 
Remote Medical 
International. He and 
Christine Avakian 
('01), left, are among 
several Western 
alumni at the Seattle 
company specializing 
in the logistics of 
international health 
and safety.
Photo by Rachel Bayne
For Andrew Cull (’01, Political Science), post-graduate classes at Western proved the perfect breeding ground for 
his dream business - a rapidly growing company that dispatches 
medical services to remote corners of the globe.
But not in the way you might expect.
Cull, faithful to his alma mater, doesn’t like to admit he was 
bored during Organic Chemistry courses, part of a pre-med 
program he embarked upon after earning a WWU Political 
Science degree in 2001.
But he was beginning to realize he wasn’t cut out for medi­
cal school. And, having ample time - and an empty notebook - 
Cull began sketching out a dream company that would mix his 
two loves: recreation in wild places and emergency medicine.
A decade later, the company Cull launched as a Western 
student is called Remote Medical International, and it’s boom­
ing. Growth at the company is running 300 to 400 percent per year.
And Cull, its 32-year-old CEO, continues to be amazed at 
just how much his current company, now with 75 employees, 
looks like the one he sketched out in O-Chem class.
RMI offers one-stop shopping for remote medical training, 
equipment and logistics for clients ranging from individuals to 
governments and global corporations.
A smaller client might be a family setting off to circle the 
globe on a small sailboat. RMI would train family members be­
fore the trip, stock the boat’s medical supplies, and then provide 
full emergency medical services at sea via a 24-hour communi­
cations link - and help with evacuations if it comes to that.
The company provides larger, more complex packages for 
government and corporate clients such as cruise lines, military 
special forces, oil and gas exploration companies, adventure 
guides, and scientists and researchers in far-flung places such as 
Antarctica.
It’s the kind of service that’s always been in Cull’s blood.
An outdoor lover since his childhood in University Place near 
Tacoma, he volunteered for Pierce County Search and Rescue 
at age 15, and received Emergency Medical Technician certifi­
cation while in high school at Bellarmine Prep.
“I was always interested in preparing for emergencies,” he says.
Cull built what would become his company’s e-com- merce website in Western’s computer labs while he 
was stiU a grad student. Clients began finding him, and have kept 
coming ever since.
Today, “We’re working on huge projects, all over the world,” 
he says.
Cull says he’s received multiple purchase offers for RMI, 
recently named the third-fastest-growing company in the Puget 
Sound region by the Puget Sound Business Journal.
“Luckily, my passion for what I do has overpowered my 
drive or desire for acquisitions - acquiring wealth,” he says. 
“That’s really liberating. I know I could sell and never have to
work again. Having that comfort... is a license to really push 
and do the things you want.”
For now, he’s enjoying the balance of running his company 
and raising a family. Cull met his wife, Melisa (Heider) (’01, 
Sociology/Political Science), at an “Open Door Night” social in 
Nash Hall (he lived in room 312; she right below in 212). The 
Culls, who now have two young daughters and a 16-year-old 
daughter, whome they adopted, live in Burien.
Cull spends a lot of his time traveling to meet with clients, 
but to keep active in the “hands-on” part of his business, rotates 
in as a company paramedic from time to time.
The business he built tends to hire people who share his 
passion for the outdoors - and an ongoing thirst for learning. 
Employees love what Cull calls RMI’s “culture of adventure,” 
which includes an annual company mountain-climbing jaunt.
Some key RMI staffers are fellow Western grads: Christine 
Avakian (’01, Recreation) is director of Integrated Operations; 
Phong Duong (’00, Communication) is legal counsel and an 
instructor; Brent Molsherry (’01, Biology) is an EMT instruc­
tor. Field Operations Manager Tyler Nielsen also attended 
Western.
Other friends from Cull’s dorm days also turned out to be 
entrepreneurs, with businesses ranging from solar energy to 
resort development.
“That third floor in Nash Hall did very well,” he says.
Kon C.Judd is a Seattle Times columnist and yet anotherformer 
third-floor Nash Hall resident.
More online
Go to www.wwu.edu/window for:
• Andrew Cull’s advice for building a business around 
your passion.
• How Phong Duong, RMI’s legal counsel, combines his 
love for the outdoors with his work as a lawyer.
GLOBAL REACH
"We're known in the industry as the guys who can 
get impossible things done/' says Remote Medical 
International CEO Andrew Cull.
Recent examples include setting up a full-size X-ray 
machine in Antarctica - and training people there how 
to use it. They also helped set up a medical clinic in 
Haiti within 48 hours for a client with 300 employees 
stranded in the mountains.
www.wwu.edu/window //
LEARNINGSTUDENTS LEARN MORE WHEN THEY 
USE THEIR SKILLS TO HELP OTHERS
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Western students (l>r) Erinn Crosby, Ashleigh Abiiold, Emina Brumiey, Josh Heintz and Shelby Huff picked
2.:‘S
‘S'
vegetables at the Bellingham Food Bank's farm as part of their study of hunger in Whatcom County in 
Kathleen Saunders' Economic Anthropology class. Teaching students about the causes of hunger is pointless 
without teaching them a|30ut how to end it, Saunders says. "Why educate them if it's hopeless?"*^
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nthropology Instructor Kathleen Saunders knows a 
class about the economic factors of hunger and pov­
erty can be an emotionally overwhelming experience 
for empathetic college students.
So Saunders put her students to work to help solve the 
problem of hunger - at least for a few people, for a little while.
“Why educate them if it’s hopeless?” asks Saunders, a senior 
instructor who has taught at Western since 2000.
The students gleaned tons of leftover fruits and vegetables 
from fields that had already been harvested for market. They 
delivered the produce to food banks and converged on a church 
kitchen to cook apple crisp for hundreds. Then they sat down 
for dinner alongside hundreds of low-income, hungry people.
“To deeply understand how it can be that there’s bountiful 
food and there’s hunger at the same time, there’s nothing better 
than to go gleaning,” Saunders says. “One glorious morning, 
we pulled four tons of apples. It was impressive for them to 
understand an effort by those 25 people on that morning put 
four tons of produce into the hands of people who normally 
can’t afford it.”
Saunders’ service-learning practices caught the attention of 
the Center for Public Anthropology, which honored her earlier 
this year with the Eleanor Roosevelt Global Citizenship Award.
But as part of a growing network of Western faculty who 
use service-learning in their courses, Saunders is hardly unique 
at Western. From Management and Communication to Span­
ish and Fine Art, thousands of Western students are heading 
out to the field to serve others by applying what they’ve learned 
in class.
In the 2010-11 academic year, at least 113 classes included 
service-learning in the classwork, more than quadruple the 
number of the 2008-09 year. Many of these courses are taught 
by faculty members who, like Saunders, participated in the 
Service-Learning Faculty Fellows program with Western’s 
Center for Service-Learning, a small office that helps faculty 
members work out the logistics of getting service-learning into 
their courses, including finding nonprofit groups to work with.
The center also tracks service-learning data at Western. Their 
most impressive statistic: Students will spend at least 70,698 
hours in service-learning activities during 2010-11.
Service-learning projects help students learn how to solve 
problems, apply data and knowledge, meet goals and work 
together in groups, says Tim Costello, the center’s director, who 
attributes part of the growth to good word-of-mouth among 
faculty members who catch their colleagues’ enthusiasm.
“Our faculty are always talking about better learning out­
comes and more dynamic classroom environments,” Costello 
says. “It enlivens their own teaching.”
Communication Associate Professor Karen Stout, who 
for years has dispatched small groups of her Event Planning 
students to work with area nonprofits, says the real-life experi­
ence helps her students see the value of what they learn in the 
classroom.
“I can tell them things until I’m blue in the face,” Stout says, 
“but they’re not going to believe me until they either hear it 
from a guest speaker or learn through direct experience.”
Stout weaves students’ experiences into discussions and 
exam questions to illuminate theoretical concepts. A poorly 
organized pickup table at a charity silent auction can illustrate 
discussions on conflict management, intercultural conflict, and 
power and control. Stout says.
Some of instructor Kirsten Drickey’s Spanish students were 
a bit intimidated at first to use their fledgling language skills to 
communicate with fluent Spanish speakers at the family literacy 
night in Lynden. But once there, they realized they knew more 
Spanish than they thought they did, Drickey says.
“It helps motivate them, which helps them academically,”
Continued on page 14
Economic Anthropology student Ashleigh Abhold collects vegetables at the 
Bellingham Food Bank's farm.The greens will go to low-income families.
Art History major Kaitlin Hays discusses charcoal drawing with a first-grader 
in Anacortes. Hays Joined four other students in Carol Janson's Visual Arts in 
the Community course to teach the youngsters about art techniques and 
arrange to have their work displayed in a local gallery.
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Hundreds of Western students learn mentoring and leadership skills in 
Compass 2 Campus, a program encouraging youngsters to chart a course for 
higher education.
Continued from page 13
says Drickey, who hopes to continue the library partnership. 
“One student told me she liked it so much she’s volunteering to 
work with orphans in Peru this summer.”
Management Assistant Professor Mary Sass has watched 
her students blossom while helping area nonprofits manage 
change. It can be pretty difficult explaining organizational 
theory to young people without much experience in the world 
of work, Sass says.
“I can’t think of a better way of giving them an opportunity 
to understand how theory is applied,” Sass says. “And I can’t be­
lieve how much confidence students will build over one quarter. 
They’re no longer in the student role, but in the teacher role.”
All these skills - leadership, communication, teamwork and applying knowledge - make service-learning experience 
attractive to future employers, says Jennifer Dorr, executive 
director of Western-based Washington Campus Compact, a
coalition of colleges and universities that provides funding and 
technical assistance to service-learning programs throughout 
Washington state.
The motivational aspects of service-learning - helping 
students see that what they’re learning can make a difference in 
the world - has also drawn the interest of organizations hoping 
to encourage more first-generation college students to pursue 
higher education. Dorr says. The same holds true for those 
hoping to attract students to the fields of science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics.
There are a lot of economic advantages to service-learning, 
in the form of better job skills for students and more interest 
in academic fields that feed the state’s high-tech economy. But 
service-learning offers more than an economic payoff. Dorr says.
When students learn that applying their knowledge can help 
others, “they begin to see their role as part of the solution, not 
just as economic drivers,” Dorr says. They learn that they can do 
more than write a check to support a cause; they can use their 
expertise to contribute to the common good in their workplaces, 
communities and beyond.
Natalie Mickey, 22, of Hockinson, says she knew very little 
about the community until she joined Saunders’Economic 
Anthropology class and gleaned enough carrots to fill a whole 
truck. She says the experience opened her eyes to economic in­
equality. Right after taking the class, Mickey studied abroad in 
Israel, where she volunteered at a community garden producing 
fresh food for low-income people and teaching neighbors about 
composting. When she graduates, Mickey hopes to return to 
Israel and work in environmental education.
“Once you’re educated about something, you can’t get it out 
of your knowledge,” Mickey says. “It’s so easy to have it get you 
down. But when we went out and did something about it, it was 
much easier to handle. The world became a little smaller, and we 
can handle a little bit at a time.”
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National Recognition
Service-learning was a big reason Western received a 2010 Community Engagement 
Certification Classification from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching, says Tim Costello, director of Western's Center for Service-Learning.
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COURSE: ACTING 260
Project: Perform a short monologue written by eighth-graders
Details: Associate Professor Rich Brown's beginning acting students work closely with eighth-graders 
from Bellingham's Fairhaven Middle School on a monologue project. The eighth-graders write mono­
logues that the Western students perform at a community event. "That their writing takes on that life Is 
just incredible for them," says eighth-grade teacher Joel Gillman. "They can see the spirit of what they 
wrote."The five-year-old Monologue Project won the Bellingham Mayor's Arts Award in 2008. Brown 
notes his students in another class had another service-learning project - as Injured victims at a disaster 
drill. They got rave reviews.
COURSE: VISUAL ARTS IN THE COMMUNITY
Project: Lead art lessons in a first-grade classroom in Anacortes; arrange to have their work dis­
played in a local art gallery
Details: "For a month, every Friday, we went down there and gave them a different art lesson every 
time," says Kaitlln Hays, an Art History major who joined four other Western students in the project. 
"Charcoal day was really tough. We had rules about 'charcoal belongs on the paper,' but that didn't end 
up happening," Hays says. "The kids were so receptive to everything we were teaching them. But what 
was almost even better than the kids'response was seeing the community's response. We had people 
coming in asking to purchase the kids'work."
COURSE: WWU YOUTH MENTORING
Project: Mentor elementary and middle school students through Western's Compass 2 Campus program
Details: Hundreds of Western students learn leadership and communication skills as they mentor el­
ementary and middle schoolers to encourage them to chart a course for college in Western's Compass 
2 Campus program. After enrolling in a three-credit class about mentoring. Western students spend 
at least four hours a week In schools, helping with school activities, one-on-one academic help, or 
wherever they're needed most. They also talk to the youngsters about their aspirations and how going 
to college can help them achieve their goals.
COURSE: EVENT PLANNING
Project: Plan an event for a nonprofit agency
Details: Senior Kaitlyn Olson of Seattle and four classmates coordinated a grand opening party for a new 
Habitat for Humanity in Whatcom County store in Ferndale that needed publicity. The group planned 
activities for kids, found a band and a facepainter and arranged the food. They even came up with a plan 
B when the band's car battery died on the way to the party - but the band arrived after all. Knowing a 
successful event would mean more money for Habitat was an extra motivation, Olson says. "I really do 
think this is how students learn," she says. "Education isn't just about textbooks. It's about going out into 
the field."
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Lori Anderson was surprised as she watched h( Rick Anderson (’73, Accounting) galloping i 
back of a huge horse named Comanche.
“I thought your husband didn’t know how to ri 
horse’s owner told her.
That was the first time Lori Anderson had evei 
husband really ride, when he took off on the back 
- or Comanche took off with him.
“Maybe he doesn’t know how to stop,” she ansA 
Anderson’s accounting career got a similarly fa 
he hasn’t slowed down since. He started work at IV 
the Monday after he graduated from Western. He 
firm’s 31st partner by age 29. By 33, he was the firr 
accounting and auditing. And by 42, he was direct 
tions.
Today Anderson, 60, is the CEO of Moss Ada 
leader of a 230-partner firm with offices in five we: 
“If you’re not growing, you’re probably going b; 
Anderson says. “Everyone else is going to move fo 
they’ll pass you by.”
;tart, and 
s Adams 
came the 
director ( 
of opera-
, the
rn states.
Even as a young auditor in Yakima, Anderson loved to be 
on the move, spending a month or so with one client and then 
moving on to another. “I like variety,” Anderson says. “I master 
a challenge and Fm ready for another one. Public accounting 
provided me with those kinds of opportunities.”
Early on, Anderson displayed a rare combination of 
superior technical accounting skill and the ability to motivate 
people, says Keith Riffe, who managed the Moss Adams office 
in Yakima. “He had the nerve of a cat burglar,” Riffe remem­
bers. “He would walk into any environment and sell his l j 
wares. And he was mature beyond his years.”
Before long, Riffe was looking for ways to ^—\
promote his protege as a future leader of the 
firm. Anderson was elected to Moss Adams’ 
firm-wide executive committee and later 
moved to Seattle to coordinate operations of 
all Moss Adams offices. “He won the hearts of 
all the managing partners throughout our orga- 
nization and they ended up electing him president ^ ^
of the entire firm,” Riffe says.
But moving up the ladder requires mentoring people who 
will eventually replace you, says Anderson.
“Any partner who wants access to Rick, gets access to Rick,” 
says Russ Wilson (’79, Accounting), a Moss Adams partner 
who first turned to Anderson for advice in the mid-’80s when 
Wilson was a young, green auditor in the firm’s Bellingham 
office. “He’s very good at being plugged into his partner groups. 
Always has been.”
Up in Anderson’s 33rd-fioor office in Moss Adams’ Se­
attle headquarters, framed photos of his two children and five 
grandsons block his commanding view of the Seattle skyline. 
Anderson is known for a low-key, down-to-earth business style. 
He doesn’t employ the persuasive arts of spin. If he tells people 
they’re doing a good job, he says, they need to know he’s telling 
the truth. “It is what it is; tell the whole story,” he says. “Trust 
and respect are very important in this position and very impor­
tant in this profession.”
These days, Anderson is still on the road. But instead of 
driving the rural highways around Yakima, he travels around 
the country and the globe on business for Moss Adams and 
national accounting organizations. He’s vice chair of the man­
agement board of London-based Praxity, one of the world’s 
largest alliances of independent accounting firms. And he just 
ended a five-year term on the board of trustees of the Financial 
Accounting Foundation, which sets national standards for the 
accounting profession.
When he’s not working, he avoids travel, preferring to spend 
time on his 20-acre Vashon Island farm. Only Lori rides horses, 
though. Anderson’s relationship with horses lasted about as long 
as that one ride with Comanche. But he loves tooling around 
the pasture and forest on one of his John Deere tractors.
“They don’t buck,” he says.
ANDERSON: M AM WHERE I AM 
BECAUSE OF WESTERN'
Rick Anderson was raised in Adna, a farming town outside 
^Jhehalis, where his father was the superintendent of a food 
processing plant.
Anderson's father worked at the same place for 47 years and likely 
taught his son the value of longevity. But Anderson learned a lot 
more than that from his parents.
"My brother and I were absolutely expected to know the dif­
ference between right and wrong, and make the appropriate 
decisions," he says. "Every time I tried to slide by, I was corrected."
The first in his family to go to college, Anderson first went to Cen- 
tralia Community College to save money and be closer to home. 
His initial plans of studying engineering fell through; he hated 
:he classes. A placement test pointed him toward accounting. "It 
just came naturally," he says. "I could relate to it."
Drawn to Western by the intimate atmosphere, the quality of the 
Accounting Department and its in-state tuition, Anderson said 
he felt cared for-and challenged-bythefaculty, including John 
Duff and Paul Aslanian.
"Really, I am where I am because of my education at Western," 
Anderson says.
Today, Moss Adams - and Anderson himself- are strong support­
ers of Western's Accounting Department, funding scholarships, 
teaching and research. In the last decade. Moss Adams also has 
hired more new graduates from Western than from any other 
university, Anderson says.
"We have to continue to attract top-quality talent, and we have 
found Western continues to have a very good program," Ander­
son says. "We've had such good luck with the people we hire 
from there."
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Story by 
Doug Mclnnis
Eric Dinerstein (75), chief scientist for the 
World Wildlife Fund, is part of a global effort to save 
the habitat of wild tigers
Despite what you may have heard, there are plenty of tigers in the world - in places like Texas.
But in the wild regions of Asia, where tigers are meant to 
be, they are endangered. Just 3,200 survive in a region that 
once supported 100,000, says Eric Dinerstein (75, Ecosystems 
Analysis), the chief scientist for the World Wildlife Fund.
More tigers can be found on Texas game ranches, he says. 
Dinerstein has tracked the big cat’s fate since he participated in 
a tiger census more than 30 years ago as a Peace Corps volunteer 
in Nepal. He’s now one of the world’s most influential wildlife 
scientists, and part of a multi-national movement to save the tiger.
The cat’s plight stems both from poaching and from human 
development of what was once prime tiger habitat. To reverse the 
tiger’s population crash, wildlife scientists say Asian nations must 
stop the poaching and expand the habitat. Dinerstein believes 
the cat can be saved, in part because other species have bounced 
back after approaching extinction. Just 100 southern white rhinos 
survived in Africa in 1900. Today, there are more than 20,000. 
“Even the most endangered mammals on Earth can make dramatic 
recoveries as long as we protect them and preserve enough habitat,” 
Dinerstein says.
Dinerstein was an unlikely candidate for a career in wildlife 
science. He spent his childhood indoors, reading and watching 
old movies. He foresaw a career as a filmmaker as he headed for 
college. Yet, within a few years, he found himself in the Himalayan 
kingdom of Nepal, living in a tent, sometimes riding an elephant 
for transport, and co-existing with some of the most dangerous 
creatures on Earth.
One memorable night, he and his Peace Corps tent mate 
awoke to the sound of crunching. They peered through the tent’s
Continued on page 20
pH
Huxley roots: Eric Dinerstein 4 
^ learned the basics of 
j| conservation science at Huxley > 
'i- College of the Environment.
"If you solve the tiger habitat 
problem "he says, "you help 
preserve other species in the 
same ecosystem.'
Continued from page 18
fly screen to see a huge one-horned female rhino and her calf 
grazing outside. The two men had been warned that rhinos 
routinely trampled people to death, though in this instance the 
animals wandered away. The experience terrified Dinerstein s 
tent mate, who opted for law school when his Peace Corps 
stint ended. But the incident had just the opposite impact 
on Dinerstein. “It was the first face-to-face experience with 
a creature I would spend 
years of my life conserving, 
he writes in his recently 
published memoir 
“Tigerland and other 
Unintended Destinations.”
These days, tigers are big on his radar screen. The cats often 
hve in small, forested pockets that are surrounded by roads, 
development, or open farmland that they wont cross. As a 
result, the tigers dont move from their crowded confines to 
areas where space and prey would allow their numbers to grow. 
Though Dinerstein and other tiger backers want to create 
forested corridors to connect these pockets, skyrocketing human 
development in Asia may foil their plans. Governments in the
region have embarked on a multi-triUion-dollar building boom 
of roads, rail lines, and expressways that could slice up these 
prospective corridors even before they can be established.
Fortunately, the heads of all 13 tiger-habitat nations have 
endorsed the St. Petersburg Declaration of 2010, which pledges 
to double tiger numbers in the wild. A recent scientific paper 
written by Dinerstein and other top wildlife scientists from
11 nations concluded that 
it was actually possible to 
exceed that goal and roughly 
triple Asia’s wild tiger 
population. It would entail 
strict land management and 
a system to pay Asian nations to preserve both the tiger and its 
turf.
Historic evidence suggests that tigers can recover quickly from large-scale losses, given the right conditions. In 
the 20^^ century, hunts by Nepalese royalty frequently cut tiger 
numbers, sometimes dramatically. One two-month hunt in 
1938 killed 120. But the royal family rotated hunt areas and
'WeVe got to make wildlife...
worth more alive than dead.'
An invitation to a dance 
changed Dinerstein's life
Dinerstein's evolution as a wildlife scientist 
began in his second year at Northwestern 
University's film school, when friends per­
suaded him to move to a farmhouse 25 
miles from the university's suburban Chica­
go campus. Suddenly, the bookish student 
from a New Jersey suburb found himself on 
250 acres of swamp, woods, and abandoned 
pastureland. As time passed, life on the farm 
changed him. The allure of campus life and
student parties faded. His read­
ing list shifted from depress­
ing modern novels to Thoreau's 
"Walden" and Thomas Allen's 
"The Marvels of Animal Behavior." 
He listened for owls, watched the 
aerial courtship of the woodcock, and 
delighted in the discovery of columbines 
and wild irises. Filmmaking lost its allure as 
well; it wasn't lost on Dinerstein that some of 
the film school's best recent graduates were 
about to start shooting a commercial for a 
light bulb factory. He realized he was in the 
wrong place.
He transferred to the University of Idaho, but 
"I felt like a fish out of water." One day he got 
an SOS from an old friend at Western Wash­
ington University. She needed a date for her 
prom at Fairhaven College of Interdisciplin­
ary Studies. (Editor's note: Yes, Fairhaven 
College really did have a prom. See www. 
wwu.edu/window for proof.) He arrived at a 
school he knew nothing about, but he liked 
everyone he met. He also discovered the 
university's groundbreaking Huxley College
of the Environment. "I felt like I was home," 
he recalls. "I enrolled on the spot."
At Western, he studied plant taxonomy and 
botany with Ron Taylor and Rich Fonda. With 
the encouragement of his adviser Jim New­
man, he surveyed nearby bird populations 
and studied the black bear in the Yosemite 
Valley. Then came the Peace Corps, gradu­
ate studies at the University of Washington, 
and in 1988, an offer from the World Wildlife 
Fund.
These days, he labors to save some of Earth's 
most endangered creatures. He writes 
books and scientific papers, works on con­
servation plans, meets with government 
officials, and travels to remote sites acces­
sible only by rudimentary roads or small 
planes. "Sometimes my wife complains that 
I'm working too much," says Dinerstein. But 
he doesn't see it quite that way. "Not many 
people have a job where their passions and 
their values are merged Into one," he says. "I 
have the best job In the world."
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only rarely embarked on massive kills. That breathing room let 
tiger populations rebound in spite of the hunts.
The regions climate favors the recovery effort. “Many of 
these areas get more than 50 inches of rain a year,” Dinerstein 
says. “If something has been cleared to golf-course height by 
overgrazing cattle, in two years it can re-grow densely enough 
to accommodate tigers.”
Of course, landowners may not go along with the plan 
unless they are paid. To find money to pay them, Dinerstein and 
his colleagues have proposed a system that enables industries 
to use carbon credits to pay landowners and governments to 
keep their land in trees. The trees act like a vast sponge that 
soaks up carbon dioxide and turns it into oxygen, offsetting the 
industries’pollution.
But carbon credits alone won’t do the trick. “The wildlife 
could simply be poached out of the forest after it has been 
saved,” says Dinerstein. So wildlife backers want an additional 
payment made to save the tigers along with the forest. “We’ve 
got to make wildlife within these forests worth more alive than 
dead,” he says. Dinerstein is working with the World Bank to 
launch a program that essentially pays a monetary bonus to 
local residents if tigers can reoccupy areas outside of existing 
preserves.
“If you solve the tiger habitat problem,” Dinerstein says, 
“you’re likely to help preserve a lot of other species that exist in 
the same ecosystem.” Including people. Ultimately, the region’s 
economy should benefit as well because wildlife preserves 
can create new sources of income, such as ecotourism. “In 
poor countries, the resources come from a natural base, such 
as forests and coral reefs. If you don’t protect those resources, 
people will never climb out of poverty.”
Doug Mclnnis is a freelance writer whose work has appeared in 
Popular Science, The New York Times and New Scientist.
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University, becoming the first in his fami­
ly to attend college. After a year, he trans­
ferred to Western.
In 1981, with a degree in hand, 
he headed back over the Cascades to 
work for Westinghouse, overseeing 
large projects at the Hanford Nuclear 
Reservation north of Richland. He 
did this for 15 years, then worked as a 
consultant for an engineering firm for a 
few years.
But even as an engineer, Cruz’s other 
career plans were growing on the vine. 
His friend from middle school, Charlie 
Hoppes, was a rising winemaker in 
Washington’s burgeoning wine industry, 
and the two talked for years about 
starting a winery together. The talk 
became more serious in the mid-‘90s, 
while Hoppes was the red winemaker at 
one of the state’s top wineries. Chateau 
Ste. Michelle.
In 1999, Hoppes left Ste. Michelle 
to help start Three Rivers Winery 
near Walla Walla. Cruz jumped, too, 
launching his own Canon de Sol 
Winery with Hoppes as his consulting 
winemaker. It was the first Hispanic- 
owned winery in Washington - and one 
of the few in the United States.
The name means “Canyon of Sun” 
and reflects the winery’s location in the 
bucolic Badger Canyon area of the Tri-
Cities, a rustic location, home to coyotes, 
red-tailed hawks and other wildlife.
“It’s a canyon of many different 
things,” Cruz says.
Cruz’s Canon de Sol became home 
to other ffedgling wineries, including 
Hoppes’ own, Fidelitas, with Hoppes and 
Cruz sharing winemaking duties. Such 
wineries as Gamache Vintners, Goose 
Ridge Vineyards and Ash Hollow also 
got their starts at Canon de Sol because 
Hoppes was their consulting winemaker, 
too.
The wines Cruz and Hoppes made 
together quickly gained fame, with the 
2000 and 2002 Syrahs winning Best in 
Show at the prestigious Northwest Wine 
Summit, the largest wine competition in 
the Northwest.
Eventually, all of the other wineries found permanent homes. And under 
Hoppes’ tutelage, Cruz has become an 
accomplished winemaker in his own 
right with little formal training. Now, 
he’s sought after by start-up wineries, 
including Anelare in nearby Kennewick, 
which Cruz helped to launch in 2006.
Cruz’s 45-acre Canon de Sol 
includes an old horse barn 
the Cruzes converted into 
the winery tasting room 
and event center. The
Cruzes also added additional buildings 
for winemaking and converted a three- 
bedroom house into a picturesque 
“winery retreat” for overnight guests 
wanting to soak in the tranquil and 
romantic side of the wine industry.
Together, the Cruzes - Kim is a 30- 
year elementary school teacher - often 
host wine trips for WWU alumni and 
donate wine to Western events.
In 2010, they opened a satellite 
tasting room in Woodinville to showcase 
the five different wines Cruz produces: 
Merlot, Syrah, Viognier and two red 
blends. His wines are sold in the best 
wine shops in Seattle, and he now has 
access to grapes from many of the state’s 
finest vineyards.
Today, the son of a farmworker and 
grandson of immigrants oversees one of 
the finest wineries in the state, and his 
parents are pleased with his success.
“Mom and Dad supported my sister 
and me with everything we’ve done,” he 
says. “My parents have had a hard life, 
but they are quite proud of us.”
Andy Perdue is editor of Wine Press 
Northwest, www.winepressnw.com, a 
quarterly consumer magazine about the 
wines of Washington, Oregon, British 
Columbia and Idaho.
dteoV
TAPPING A GROWING MARKET
Being one of the few Hispanic winemakers in the country has opened many 
doors for Victor Cruz. ,
He never expected to speak to the Hispanic National Bar Association or be 
named Minority Business of the Year by the University of Washington Foster School 
of Business - or hang out with comedian George Lopez on a television sound stage.
Nor did he think his heritage would help him sell wine.
"I didn't intend to cater to Hispanics"Cruz says."But being a minority has opened 
doors for us."
Cruz makes 4,000 cases of wine annually and is poised to expand. He is thinking 
of launching a new brand that would cater to the growing Hispanic wine-drinking 
market. Cruz envisions a label featuring a Hispanic artist with proceeds that would 
benefit minority education and healthcare.
"It's something we've been talking about" he said. "Connections are coming in, 
and It's exciting just to talk about it."
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Alumni Award
WINNERS
The stories of Rick Anderson, winner of the Lifetime Achievement Award, Kim 
and Victor Cruz, winners of the Larry “Go Vikings!” Taylor Alumni Service 
Award, and Eric Dinerstein, Distinguished Alumnus of Huxley College of the 
Environment, appear on the previous pages. Here are the rest of this years 
alumni award winners.
Kelsey Heikoop ('97)
Paul Van Metre ('96)
Young Alumni of the Year
Kelsey Heikoop (’97, Industrial Technology) 
and Paul Van Metre (’96, Industrial Technology), 
co-founders of Pro CNC Inc., a widely respected 
manufacturing company based in Bellingham. 
Heikoop and Van Metre met while building 
racecars for Western’s Vehicle Research Institute 
Formula SAE team. Soon after graduation, they 
founded Pro CNC with Heikoop’s older brother, 
Darcy Hughes. The company has been on a tear 
ever since: For five years, the Puget Sound Busi­
ness Journal included Pro CNC in its annual list 
of the region’s fastest-growing companies, and it 
was included twice in the INC 5000 list of Amer­
ica’s fastest-growing private companies. The com­
pany builds metal and plastic components for the 
medical, aerospace and defense industries. They’re 
also strong supporters of Western, providing in­
ternships, materials, expertise and thousands of 
dollars in machining services to the VRI.
Distinguished Alumni
College of Sciences and Technology
Bill Kindler (’65, Chemistry), retired Senior Vice 
President of Specialty Pulp for the Rayonier Cor­
poration. Before retiring in 2001, Kindler’s 30- 
year career in the paper products industry included 
research and development, production manage­
ment and engineering. Now, he and his wife Tru­
dy (’64, Secondary Vocational Home Economics), 
have funded the Eddy Summer Undergraduate 
Research Fellowship, which provides a faculty- 
supervised research experience for a Chemistry 
student. Bill Kindler, a member of the CST Leadership Board is also an avid 
wooden boat builder, fly fisher and backpacker.
College of Business and Economics 
Dennis Organ (’73, Business Administration, 
Political Science), managing director of The 
Dennis Organ Group. Organ has worked with a 
number of respected Northwest food companies, 
including 13 years at Starbucks Coffee Co., where 
he served in a series of senior-level manufacturing 
roles. Now, he’s active with his consulting com­
pany, providing management advice and execu­
tive coaching to businesses working to improve 
their operations. Organ is former chair of CBE’s 
Manufacturing and Operations Management
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Advisory Board and is a member of the CBE Dean’s Board of Visitors. He’s a 
frequent speaker in WWU’s business classrooms and a mentor for Manufactur­
ing and Supply Chain Management students.
College of Fine and Performing Arts
John Paul Olbrantz (’72, Art History), the Mari- 
beth Collins Director of the Hallie Ford Museum 
of Art and Associate Professor of Art History at 
Willamette University. A former member of the 
Washington State Arts Commission, Olbrantz 
has worked in leadership roles at the Whatcom 
County Museum of History and Art, the Bel­
levue Art Museum and the San Jose Museum of 
Art. Most recently, he worked with Sarah Clark- 
Langager, director of the Western Gallery, on the 
exhibition, “Critical Messages,” exploring artists’ 
responses to environmental challenges, a show now traveling throughout the 
Northwest. Now at Willamette University in Salem, Ore., Olbrantz has brought 
prestigious works from the Metropolitan Museum of Art to the campus museum.
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Karen Freeman (’78, German), vice president of 
finance for commercial aviation services for Boe­
ing Commercial Airplanes. Freeman has served 
as the official liaison between The Boeing Co. and 
WWU, facilitating scholarships, sponsorships, 
internships and donations of materials. She also 
serves on the WWU Foundation Board of Direc­
tors and the Western in Seattle committee. “My 
degree is very different from what I do,” Freeman 
says. “I think learning how to learn is more im­
portant than what you study. If you can learn, you can do anything.”
Fairhaven College of Interdisciplinary Studies
Carol V. Davis (’75, Interdisciplinary Concentra­
tion) a distinguished poet and associate professor 
of English at Santa Monica College in California. 
Davis got her start in Russian literature in an in­
dependent study course at Fairhaven. Her “Into 
the Arms of Pushkin: Poems of St. Petersburg” 
won the 2007 T.S. Eliot Prize for Poetry. She was 
also a Fulbright scholar in Russia from 1996 to 
1997 and in 2005. She was the first American to 
teach at Jewish University in St. Petersburg and 
wrote “It’s Time to Talk About ...,” a bilingual 
edition published there. Her work has been published in magazines in the US., 
Ireland and Israel and her poems have been read on NPR and NTV Moscow.
Woodring College of Education
Patricia Wasley (’73, English; ’75, Certificate; ’82, 
M.A., English) professor and former dean of the 
University of Washington College of Education. 
Wasley has been a leader in the areas of school re­
newal, teacher education and other school issues. 
Her recent report, “Small Schools: Great Strides” 
examines the relationship between school size 
and student achievement. Wasley is also develop­
ing a national project for strengthening begin­
ning teachers in urban settings. She serves on the 
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and the Washington state 
Professional Educator Standards Board.
Western Legacy
FAMILY OF THE YEAR
Jones-Dickerson-Macmillan-May Family
The Jones-Dickerson-Macmillan-May family s history with 
Western goes back almost as far as Westerns history itself In 
1914, George Bertram ‘^Bert” Jones graduated from what was 
then Washington State Normal School. Bert Jones played var­
sity football and baseball; he later married and was a successful 
farmer in Marietta.
Since then, five generations of the family have attended 
WWU, says Bert Jones’ grandson, Jerry R. May (’66). The fam­
ily and Western have collaborated to produce about 41 Vikings,
from Bert Jones’ daughter Lil­
lian (Jones) Dickerson (’36), a 
three-time graduate in her 90s, to 
current student Derek Dickerson. 
One Peace Corps volunteer, three 
college professors and at least four 
marriages have all gotten their 
starts at Western.
The family includes:
John A. Jones, who attended 
Western in the mid-’50s then 
transferred to the University of 
Washington. He taught in West­
ern’s Speech Department in the 
early ’60s and is a Communica­
tion professor at the University of 
Illinois, Chicago.
Jim Macmillan (’64), who 
taught briefly at Western and be­
came a Chemistry professor at the 
University of Northern Iowa.
Marcia (Dickerson) DeLo- 
rme (’59), wife of the late Larry 
DeLorme, former WWU provost.
Jerry R. May (’66), a retired 
clinical psychologist and associ­
ate dean and professor of the 
School of Medicine, University 
of Nevada, Reno. May, a WWU 
1993 Distinguished Alumnus, 
also worked with Olympic and
promising freshman on Western's professional athletes as a sportS
Men's Basketball Team, is a fifth- psychologist for 30 years,
generation Viking.
Lillian (Jones) Dickerson (36) in 1934.
Leatherheads: Bert Jones, third from the right on the bottom row, was a member of 
Western's 1912 football team and the patriarch of a five-generation WWU family. Years 
later, Jones told his son about how he snuck up Sehome Hill as a student to spy on 
sunbathers on the roof of the women's-only Edens Hall. The ladies wore "what now would 
not be considered skimpy attire," says Jerry May ('66), Jones'grandson.
Family roots: Marilee Pilkey ('67), 
right, met her husband, Stan Pilkey 
('68) at Western. At least four married 
couples in this five-generation Viking 
family met at Western.
Marilee (Dickerson) Pilkey
(’67), a Mercer Island teacher who 
met her husband, Stan Pilkey 
(’68), at Western. Their son, Chris 
Pilkey, graduated in ’04.
Rosemary (Macmillan) Mey­
ers (’68), who met her husband,
Norman Meyers, in a Chemistry 
class.
Tim and Kari Dickerson
(both ’90), whose son, Derek, is 
now a WWU freshman. Tim is an 
agent/principal for Rice Insur­
ance LLC in Bellingham, where 
Kari works part-time while raising 
their four children.
Laurel (May) Kelly (’95), a 
Peace Corps alumna, now a health 
educator at Eastern Washington 
University. Several years after 
graduation, fellow Viking Mason 
Burley (’95) recognized Kelly in a 
Spokane newspaper and called her 
to catch up. They’re now married 
and raising four children.
Scott Tuck (’96), whose 
mother Colleen (May) Tuck at­
tended in the ’60s. Scott Tuck is 
a planning and program man­
ager for Universal Aerospace in 
Arlington. His wife is Aimee 
(Sorenson) Tuck (’97), a graphic 
designer. Scott’s brother, Blair Tuck (’98), is a manufacturing 
sales representative.
Danielle Morgan (’99), now at film school at New York 
University, whose mother was the late Leslie (May) Morgan 
(’70). Danielle Morgan recently learned that she and her uncle, 
Jerry May, lived at the same Garden Street house at Western.
Third- and fourth-generation 
graduates: Laurel (May) Kelly
celebrated her 1995 graduation with 
father, Jerry May ('66)
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It s probably going to
change every industry 
we know. It s revolutionary.”
nni11^d
tor cloudy 
thinking
Jim Reavis (’87) is focused 
on the future of computing
By Matthew Anderson (’06)
That’s Jim Reavis (’87, Business Admin­
istration/Computer Science) talking about 
the cloud computing revolution, in which the 
computers at our fingertips become part of a 
vast network of computing service providers. 
Our software, computing power, and even - 
gulp - our digital data are kept on someone 
else’s computer. Or, more likely, many com­
puters.
Essentially, cloud computing allows us to 
buy computing power like we buy electrical 
power; a company will need its own server 
farm as much as a house will need its own 
wind farm. Its impact on advancing productiv­
ity in the computing world can’t be overesti­
mated, Reavis says.
But how will we make sure our digital data 
is safe when we don’t know where it’s kept? 
Will there be just one entrance to the cloud, 
or many to choose from? As founder of the 
Cloud Security Alliance, Reavis is helping 
industry leaders address these questions.
Why is cloud computing such a big deal?
For one thing, it’s turning the business 
world on its head by removing much of the 
overhead and risk of starting a new business. 
Using the cloud, entrepreneurs can simply 
rent the computers and software they need to 
get started.
“You can have an idea for a new service on 
Monday, program it by Wednesday, beta-test 
it on Thursday and potentially by the next 
week have a whole new product,” Reavis says.
That’s a benefit enjoyed by businesses and 
consumers alike, he adds. And cloud standards 
will answer traditional concerns of online 
privacy and security. Reavis says, if they’re 
implemented right.
What is the cloud?
Reavis likes the electricity analogy.
“Back in the early 1900s, we didn’t have a 
pervasive electrical utility, so each organization 
had to create its own power-generation source 
to drive its machinery,” he says.
But if someone else provides the energy
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source, a modern company’s job is much 
simpler.
“With electricity, you just plug an appli­
ance in, and it works,” Reavis says. “Cloud 
computing is the same way. If you have a ser­
vice you want to provide to the entire world, 
you can go rent what you need on the cloud 
and plug into it.”
What is the Cloud Security Alliance's part 
in all this?
In building the alliance. Reavis emulated 
the model of Facebook, allowing users to join 
and collaborate on topics that interest them. 
Together, they discuss and find solutions for 
securing the cloud.
“In some cases, it means we create research 
documents that a Google or a Microsoft can 
use or that a large Fortune 500 bank can use 
for best practices,” he says. “In other cases 
we’re advising governments on what they 
should do.”
And it’s working.
“With no hesitation at all are we seeing 
the large tech companies, as well as the large 
Fortune 500 companies from every industry, 
come to us,” Reavis says. “What they under­
stand is that for this to work, we have to have 
an agreed-upon set of standards. This has to 
work on a global scale. The economics of cloud 
computing don’t work if you’re only offering 
this to one country or one industry. You have 
to provide these services pretty ubiquitously to 
build that economy of scale.”
What does the future look like?
“We’re on the brink of a lot of change,” 
Reavis says. “Soon we’ll see mass adoption of 
certain types of cloud computing configura­
tions, operating systems and standards that 
will likely be used for generations, so it’s 
important that we act right now not only 
to secure those decisions but to create some 
choice so that people don’t get locked in.”
Matthew Anderson ('06, Journalism) is 
Westerns New Media Coordinator.
Remember
Jim Reavis graduated from Ferndale High School in 
1983 and, like so many of us, moved on to college with­
out a clue about the kind of career he wanted.
Tinkering in Western's Computer Science labs 
changed that.
"When I compare my experiences in retrospect at 
Western with people who went to other colleges at the 
same time, it's really amazing how advanced Western 
was," he says. "I took some introductory computer class­
es, and Western had this thing called the VAX computer 
system. This was 1983, but we had email, chat, real-time 
access. It wasn't very long, maybe my second computer 
science class, that I figured out this was absolutely what I 
wanted to do."
He landed a banking job working with computers, 
but that didn't fit.
"I liked computers more than I liked banking," he 
says.
His next job involved building the early parts of the 
Internet - long before it was called that - connecting 
computers to each other, one business to the next.
"As we started creating these different connections 
between companies, that's when security got really inter­
esting. How do you take advantage of this opportunity 
to connect with consumers but keep out competitors 
and bad people?"
Soon, Reavis was hooked on computer security. After 
creating and then selling his own dot-com - focused on 
information security, of course - Reavis began looking 
for other ways to put his skills to use. Once he deter­
mined that cloud computing presented the next big 
problem, his path was clear.
Reconnect at Back 2 Bellingham
Families and alumni gather this spring for Westerns biggest annual celebration
How fun would college be if classes 
had no quizzes, the library included a bar 
and Red Square had a bouncy castle?
Find out at Back 2 Bellingham Alumni 
and Family Weekend May 13 to 15.
Now in its second year, Westerns big­
gest annual campus party includes more 
than 100 reunions, tours, celebrations, aca­
demic presentations and other opportuni­
ties for Vikings to reconnect with Western 
- and each other.
“Western is a special place with a lot of 
history,” says Chris Roselli (‘99), Westerns 
Alumni Association assistant director.
“B2B is an annual event where the West­
ern community can reconnect with one 
another while perhaps reliving a little bit of 
their own the Western experience.”
In addition to events for alumni 
and students. Back 2 Bellingham is also 
Westerns spring open house weekend for 
families. And there will be special offerings 
for prospective students and their families.
Both the colleges of Fine and Perform­
ing Arts and Business and Economics 
will celebrate their 35^^ anniversaries with 
receptions, performances, presentations 
and other events culminating in celebra­
tory dinners.
The Vehicle Research Institute will 
mark its own 35^^ anniversary with an open 
house and five of its student-built cars on 
display. The Ethnic Student Center will 
celebrate its 20-year history with a reunion 
barbecue.
“A variety of departments are cel­
ebrating the retirements of some legend­
ary professors,” Roselli says, including 
English Professor Bill Smith, Engineering 
Technology Professor Steve Dillman and 
Physical Education, Health and Recreation 
Professor Ralph Vernacchia.
Some of Westerns most popular faculty 
members will offer “Classes without Quiz­
zes” to showcase their work. Examples 
include “Laughter as Medicine and Food 
for the Soul,” by Secondary Education As­
sociate Professor Bob Keiper, “The Power 
of Belief,” by Vernacchia, “From Trash to 
Cash,” by Engineering Technology Profes-
Back 2 Bellingham's 100 events 
include:
• Student events such as the Hui 
'0 Hawaii Luau, EndFair Music 
Festival and the Lowrider Show.
• Back 2 Bellingham celebration
In the library, featuring local 
food, beer and wine.
• Student performances of "The 
Jungle Book" and improv by the 
Dead Parrots Society, Western's 
national champion student team.
• A celebration of the sciences,
with planetarium shows and the 
Vehicle Research Institute.
• Recreational opportunities like 
canoeing at Lakewood, kayaking 
on the bay and the B2B Golf 
Tournament.
• Celebrations of the 35th 
anniversaries of the College of 
Fine and Performing Arts and 
the College of Business and 
Economics.
sor Arunas Oslapas, and “Teaching Your 
Children about Money,” by Pam Whal- 
ley, director of the Economics Education 
Center at CBE.
But the big gathering will be in the 
Wilson Library reading room, with music, 
appetizers and locally produced beer and 
wine. And off-campus, excursions will 
include sailing and sea kayaking tours of 
Bellingham Bay, tours of local breweries, 
and a “Downtown Bellingham Bash.”
For youngsters, and the young-at- 
heart, the College of Fine and Performing 
Arts will host the Red Square Fun Zone, 
including a bouncy castle and obstacle 
course, bungee run, face painters, music, 
and supervision by WWU students.
Last year, more than 1,500 alumni and 
family members attended Back 2 Belling­
ham. Roselli hopes to have more this year 
- including some repeat visitors.
Back 2 Bellingham 
May 13 to 15
Learn more, register and 
see who's coming at 
www.back2bellingham.com
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UNITE
WESTERN ALUMNI GATHER ONLINE IN SOLIDARITY WITH VIKINGS IN JAPAN
As reports of a major earthquake in Japan broke on March 11, the entire 
campus held a collective breath. We hoped for the best. And then we reached 
out to our alumni living in Japan - who were grateful for the compassion and 
support our community expressed.
I am pleased to report that all 12 Western students studying abroad in 
Japan are safe and accounted for. IVe corresponded with more than 50 alumni 
living in Japan. They have shared their personal stories - some downright 
hair-raising - and encouraged us all to help with the recovery effort in any 
way we can.
David Clement (’86, Business Administration), a senior director for Or­
acle in Japan, reported that he was on a ski trip in the mountains near the 
quakes epicenter, away from the tsunami. “Tremors and aftershocks ham­
mered us all through a sleepless night,” he reports. Clement later managed 
to board a train back to Tokyo, joined by “2,000 skiers who had been waiting 
at the station for more than 24 hours.” Clement was considering sending his 
family from Tokyo to his in-laws’ in Hiroshima in case radiation leakage from 
the Fukushima nuclear plant became too severe.
Alumna Mariko Fujikubo (’96, Political Science) lives in Japan and 
although unharmed by the earthquake, her thoughts about recovery were 
poignant and her call to action is clear:
'Alumni living in Japan 
have shared their 
personal stories and 
encouraged us to help 
with the recovery 
effort'
''Thank you for worrying about us in Japan. My family and friends are all 
safe except a few unknown. The shake was unearthly on the and we are still 
in fear of continual aftershocks coming in two to three times a day, mostly with the
magnitude of five or six. Adding to this we are exposed to the 
radiation fear from the Fukushima NUC power plant.
"But we stay warm with gas and electricity and with 
enough food, way happier than the suffering people without 
houses, in the snow-falling weather, with almost no heat. Serious 
lack of gasoline prevents the truck drivers from carrying food and 
oilfor heaters to the affected areas and the radiation fear exacerbates this 
isolation, particularly for Fukushima people.
%
"Please have these people in your prayers. The weather in Northern 
Japan is very harsh with wind and snow still. ”
In the weeks that followed the quake and tsunami, my inbox filled 
with emails from alumni expressing concern for those affected by the 
tragedy, and our social network activity skyrocketed as alumni asked how 
they could help.
This sense of community from alumni nurtures my belief in the human 
spirit. Thank you. Please keep Japan in your thoughts and feel free to contact 
me anytime.
Class Notes
Class Notes
1950 - Dick Harris (Psychology, M.Ed. 
School Counseling, B.A.Ed. Human 
Development-Elementary) a former 
WWU director of continuing education, 
published his first book, "Reimagine: 
Poems, 1993-2009." Learn more at 
www.richardleeharris.net.
1960 - Retired music teacher and 
band director Bob Storms (Music) 
compiled his classroom memoirs into 
"School Stories: The Funny Thing About 
Music..."and is donating the proceeds 
to the Ferndale Boys and Girls Club. 
Email window@wwu.edu to get con­
nected to Storms.
1965 - Charlie Urbanowicz (Sociology, 
Anthropology), professor emeritus 
of Anthropology at California State 
University, Chico, lectures aboard cruise
ships on such topics as "People and 
Cultures of the Pacific," accompanied by 
his wife, Carol Thompson Urbanowicz 
('67, Elementary Education).
1966 - James F. Park (Geology) joined 
the board of directors of Earth Dragon 
Resources, Inc., a mineral exploration 
company.
1973 - Timothy Ely (Art) is a book artist 
specializing in unique, lavishly painted 
and drawn manuscripts. His work often 
incorporates soil, textiles, metals and 
wax and was exhibited recently at the 
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture 
in Spokane.
1974 - Calvin Knight (Speech- 
Language Pathology & Audiology) be­
came president and CEO of John Muir 
Health, a large, non-profit healthcare 
system in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
Most recently, Knight was president 
and chief operating officer of Swedish
Health Services in Seattle.
1976 - WWU basketball star Rob Visser 
(Technology Education) was recent­
ly inducted into WWU's Athletics Hall 
of Fame. Part-owner of Price & Visser 
Millwork, Inc., he is in his 17th sea­
son as an assistant basketball coach at 
Western.
1977 - Jim Kaemingk Jr. (Accounting) 
became director of the commercial 
division of Keller Williams Western 
Realty in Bellingham. John Neace 
(Psychology), senior director of Eastern 
Washington University's Division 
for International and Educational 
Outreach, won a Distinguished Service 
Award from EWU. John McIntyre 
(Music Education) is associate professor 
and chair of the Music Department at 
St. Mary-of-the-Woods College in Terre 
Haute, Ind. Robert Boesche (Principal's 
Certificate) became the interim chief
financial officer for the Seattle Public 
Schools.
1978 - "In Earshot of Water: Notes 
from the Columbia Plateau" by Paul 
Lindholdt (BA and MA, English) was 
published by University of Iowa Press. 
Jeffrey Pontius (Geology), is CEO of 
International Tower Hill Mines and re­
cently joined the board of directors of 
Abzu Gold Ltd.
1979 - Sue Riney (Recreation), a vice 
president and project manager for 
Wells Fargo Bank, became Northwest 
Region governor of Soroptomist 
International. Kirstin (Haushild) Wright 
(Biology), is the financial supervisor 
for the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game. She plans to retire soon with her 
husband. Bob Wright ('80, Accounting), 
who is the senior audit manager for 
the Alaska Department of Health and 
Social Services.
f Politics runs in the family
Majken Ryherd ('85) balances her dream job and home life
The daughter of a lobbyist, Majken Ryherd 
('85, Political Science) knew early on that she 
wanted to be involved in politics.
"Not many tell their junior high teacher,'! 
want to be a lobbyist,'" says Ryherd, who also 
spent part of her junior high school days In 
the state Legislature as a page.
Ryherd, 47, has just begun her second career 
as a lobbyist. Last year, she ended a decade 
as chief of staff for the Democratic Caucus of 
the State House of Representatives in Olym­
pia, where she worked closely with House 
Speaker Frank Chopp and other members of 
the House. She also supervised the caucus 
staff and helped with legislation, including 
a bill that expanded health coverage to all 
children In the state.
Ryherd returned to lobbying last year in 
part to spend more time with her family. 
Ryherd and her husband, Mike James, are 
raising three children, adopted from West 
Africa, who are now In fourth, fifth and ninth 
grades. The oldest has already followed in his 
mom's footsteps and served as a legislative 
page in junior high and high school.
Lobbying is also a job Ryherd loves; she was 
a lobbyist from 1993 to 2000 before working 
for the House Democrats. Last year, Ryherd 
and a partner formed Waypoint Consulting
Group, whose clients include the 
Washington Wildlife and Recre­
ation Coalition, the city of Kirkland, 
a solar energy company in Marys­
ville, and others.
"I like the strategy. It's fun to figure 
out how you get issues before the 
Legislature, how you determine 
who's going to care about which 
issues," she says. "It's a different 
perspective when you're inside the 
Legislature vs. the outside. But it is 
great to work on the issues I care 
about."
For example, Ryherd is work­
ing with the Statewide Poverty 
Action Network on a mortgage 
foreclosure prevention bill that has 
passed the House and is working 
Its way through the Senate. "That's 
going to be able to help real families keep 
their homes," Ryherd says."I like those things 
that make a real difference for folks."
Ryherd got her first taste of lobbying as a 
student at Western as Legislative Liaison and 
later as President of the Associated Students 
of WWU. In those days, hot topics ranged 
from whether the AS Bookstore should sell 
pornography to whether WWU should pull 
investment dollars from the apartheid
Photo courtesy of the Washington House of Representatives
Lobbyist Majken Ryherd, left, got to work with her son, 
Sana Keira, in 2010 when he served as a legislative 
page in the Washington House of Representatives.
government of South Africa.
Western was small enough to provide a 
community, but large enough to provide 
excitement, Ryherd says. And the Political 
Science Department provided a jumping-off 
point for her next step - a master's degree 
from Cornell University after two years in the 
Peace Corps in Senegal.
"I was very connected and involved," she says 
of Western. "It was a great place for me."
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Class Notes
New diploma design marks 100,000th degree
Western is celebrating the 
milestone of the 100,000^'" 
degree awarded with a rede­
signed diploma.
The new diploma certificate 
incorporates Western's distinc­
tive blue and marks the first 
redesign of the document in 
more than a decade. Fall 2010 
graduates were the first to 
receive the new diploma.
Alumni may also order a replacement diploma in the new design 
for $40 by contacting the Registrar's Office at (360) 650-3701 or by 
emailing Jana.Schueler@wwu.edu.
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1980 - Joseph Mayes (Visual 
Communication) recently retired from 
the U.S. Army Reserve as a Command 
Sergeant Major and became a Cyber 
Security Exercise Developer and Trainer 
at the Carnegie Mellon University 
Software Engineering Institute. Scott 
Monroe (MS, Geology) became director 
general of the Rae-Wallace Mining Co.'s 
Peruvian mining exploration programs.
1981 - Bob Kandiko (Biology) recently 
published "North Cascades Traverses," 
with photos and stories about hiking in 
the North Cascades. It can be found at 
blurb.com.
1982 - Mike Locke (Exercise and Sport 
Science, Anthropology, M.Ed. Physical 
Education) is director of fitness and 
sports performance at the Bellingham 
Athletic Club.
1983 - Chuck Lennox (Environmental 
Education) and his firm. Cascades 
Interpretive Consulting, devel­
oped a series of interpretive signs at 
Neighborhood House's High Point 
Center in West Seattle that won a sec­
ond-place Media Award from the 
National Association for Interpretation. 
Federal Indian law and policy expert 
Barry Brandon (Political Science) be­
came a partner at C2 Group, a gov­
ernment affairs consulting firm in 
Washington, D.C.
1986 - Debra Akre (International 
Human Resources) and her business 
partner Jeana King have taken over 
a small business college in Nakuru, 
Kenya, to focus on skills that will help 
graduates secure employment. The 
college offers certificates and diplo­
mas in business administration, com­
puter technology, accounting and sec­
retarial skills. In 2005, Akre and King 
also started a free high school in rural 
Kenya, which just graduated its first 27 
students, who are all going on to high­
er education. In summer 2010, they 
turned the high school over to a board 
of directors in the village. Mike Kugier 
(MA, History), History professor at 
Northwestern College in Iowa, recent­
ly contributed a chapter to "Confessing 
History: Explorations in Christian Faith 
and the Historian's Vocation," published 
by the University of Notre Dame Press.
1987 - Darcy Jones (M.S., Geography), 
president of Jones Engineers Inc., 
earned a professional LEED certification 
for neighborhood development. Carrie
Class Notes are compiled from pub­
lished accounts, press releases and 
Information submitted by alumni 
themselves. Notes are edited for 
style, clarity and length and are 
published as space allows. For more 
information, or to submit your own 
Information for Class Notes, email 
Mary.Gallagher@wwu.edu.
Hite (Recreation) became the city of 
Edmonds' director of Parks, Recreation 
and Cultural Services.
1988 - Smooth-jazz guitarist Bryan 
Forsloff (Psychology) just released a 
new CD, "The Final Touch," featuring 
fellow alumni Bill MacDonough ('86, 
Music) and Mark Kelly ('82, Music). 
Forsloff is also a full-time dad who 
homeschools his three children, in­
cluding twin boys who have been di­
agnosed with autism. Tony Larson 
(Economics), publisher of Northwest 
Business Monthly, was elected to the 
Whatcom County Council. Jeff Regnart 
(Biology) became director of the 
Division of Commercial Fisheries in the 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
1989 - Rick Talbert (Political Science) 
was elected to the Pierce County 
Council.
1991 - Brad Crabtree (Business 
Administration) is a passenger jet pi­
lot and a member of the Missouri Air 
National Guard, recently serving in 
Afghanistan. Bonny Block (Journalism) 
recently became business devel­
opment director for Balfour Beatty 
Construction's federal business unit 
in Florida. Tom Venable (Economics, 
Principal's Certificate) became depu­
ty superintendent of the Bellingham 
School District. Tom Hickey (MBA) be­
came the general manager of commu­
nity services for the city of Nanaimo, 
B.C. Cartographer Mike Strong col­
laborated with his partner. University 
of Washington Law Professor Peter 
Nicolas, on the self-published book, 
"The Geography of Love: Same-Sex 
Marriage and Relationship Recognition 
in America (The Story in Maps)."
1992 - Carrie Worra (Marketing) be­
came a real estate loan representative 
at Bank of the Pacific.
1993 - Emily Mallahan (Marketing, 
MBA) became vice president of mar­
keting for Accelitec Inc. Previously, she 
worked in marketing at Haggen. Traci 
Hoveskeland (Music) and her husband 
Spencer ('94, Music) perform together 
throughout the Pacific Northwest and 
beyond as the Bottom Line Duo, Traci 
on the violoncello and he on the dou­
ble bass. They perform music ranging 
from the Baroque period to the pres­
ent, blended with lively anecdotes 
about their romance, competiveness 
and musicology.
1994 - Conductor Paul Featherstone 
(Music Performance, Music 
Composition) was selected by George 
Fox University to lead the Chehalem 
Symphony in Newberg, Ore.
1995 - Disney-Hyperion is set to pub­
lish Alexa Martin's (English-Creative 
Writing) first book, "Girl Wonder," 
in May. Bill Wilson (Secondary 
School Administration) became the
superintendent of the Scott County 
Unified School District in Kansas.
1996 - Mariah Reese is executive direc­
tor of the Lelooska Foundation, which 
hosts more than 10,000 annual visi­
tors for living history programs at a ce­
dar ceremonial house in Ariel, about 
40 miles north of Portland, Ore. Dina 
Elizabeth Hovde (Journalism), a col­
umnist for the Oregonian, was in a seri­
ous skiing accident in January. The"DE 
Hovde Fund" was established at the 
iQ Credit Union in Vancouver, Wash., 
to help her family cover medical costs. 
William Bryan Phillips (Manufacturing 
Engineering Technology) owns 
Amphibious Marine Inc., in rural Mason 
County, where he designs and builds 
air-cushion "hovercraft" vehicles. James 
V. Smith II (Sociology) became director 
of Corrections and Law Enforcement 
for Teamsters Local 117. A former 
Whatcom County Sheriff's deputy. 
Smith earned his law degree in 2005 
and became a staff attorney for the 
Teamsters in 2009.
1997 - Sherri Bennett (Political Science) 
was named executive director of the 
YWCA of Clark County. Clint Romag 
(Business Administration-International 
Business) recently published "The Yeti 
Incident," the latest installment of his 
"The Sasquatch Encounters"series. Cori 
Kauk (Recreation) became the execu­
tive director of the Issaquah Food and 
Clothing Bank.
1998 - Shawn Kemp (Industrial 
Design), who spent several years as a 
top manager at Microsoft, is president 
of the Bellingham Innovation Group, 
whose BIG Idea Lab is an incubator for 
early-stage technology-oriented busi­
nesses. Jeff Huber (Communication) 
is an area director for Young Life in 
western Snohomish County, as well as
a tennis and soccer coach. Eric Paige 
(School Administration - Elementary) 
became principal of Carl Cozier 
Elementary School in Bellingham.
1999 - Brad Malloy (School 
Administration) became principal of 
Eastlake High School in Sammamish. 
Vince Nappo (Theatre) appeared in the 
world premiere of "The Tangled Skirt" 
at the New Jersey Repertory Company. 
Previously, he performed with F. Murray 
Abraham in an off-Broadway pro­
duction of "The Merchant of Venice." 
Britta Reyier Caldwell (Recreation) is 
a freelance education writer whose 
clients include Discovery Education's 
website, Houghton Mifflin, Harcourt 
and Siemens. Cathy Johnson Evans 
(Anthropology) was recently induct­
ed into WWU's Athletic Hall of Fame. 
Johnson Evans was a catcher and first 
baseman on the 1998 Vikings squad 
that won the NAIA national champi­
onship - WWU's first national title in 
any sport. A former hitting coach for 
the University of Virginia, she lives in 
Georgia with her husband, Michael 
Evans (Politics/Philosophy/Economics; 
MA, Political Science), an assistant pro­
fessor of Political Science at Georgia 
State University. Mike Kruger (History- 
Secondary Education) is the director of 
New Media for the U.S. Department of 
Commerce. He spent nine years teach­
ing middle school in Renton, Italy, 
London and Washington, D.C.
2000 - Christopher Bellona
(Environmental Science) became assis­
tant professor of civil and environmen­
tal engineering at Clarkson University 
in Potsdam, N.Y. Billie Wildrick 
(Interdisciplinary Concentration) re­
cently performed in "A Christmas Story: 
The Musical" at The 5th Avenue Theatre 
in Seattle.
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2001 - Michael Dasheill (Journalism)
became the editor of the Sequim 
Gazette. Mollie Page (Pre-Physical 
Therapy) Is a physician's assistant with 
Columbia Basin Health Association in 
Othello. Vocalist and keyboardist Dana 
Little (Human Services) just released 
a solo CD, "Patterns." Bill Breneman 
(M.Ed., Secondary Education) Just 
published "Oregon Journeys: A
Photographic Safari through the 
Beaver State." Breneman is at work on 
a Washington state nature photogra­
phy book.
2002 - Cindy Sherwin (MBA) is pres­
ident of the Elder Service Providers 
board of directors in Bellingham. 
Julia Shideler (Spanish) pronounced 
her first vows as a Maryknoll Sister in 
2007 and was assigned to East Timor, 
where she teaches English and re­
ligion at a public high school. Matt 
Koenigs (Business Administration) is 
head cross country and track coach 
at Everett Community College. Nadia 
Krilanovich (Art-Drawing) wrote the 
children's book "Moon Child," pub­
lished by a division of Random House. 
She also wrote and illustrated "Chicken, 
Chicken, Duck!" scheduled for release 
this spring. After serving five years as 
a reporter for the Associated Press in 
Olympia, Curt Woodward (Journalism) 
became the senior editor of Xconomy 
Seattle, covering infotech, ven­
ture capital and cleantech. Madison 
Miner (Business Administration- 
Management Information Systems) 
is launching a web-based business, 
Womple, with the help of the BIG 
Idea Lab, a high-tech business in­
cubator founded by Shawn Kemp 
('98). Christopher White (Business
Administration-Management) became 
a member of the board of directors of 
the Independent Insurance Agents and 
Brokers of Washington. Patty Baugh 
(Music; '04, Master in Teaching), an el­
ementary school music teacher, was 
recently named Teacher of the Month 
by the Renton Rotary Club. Adrienne 
Battis (Psychology) is a community li­
aison at the city of Fort Collins, pro­
moting strong relationships between 
students and non-student residents in 
neighborhoods of Fort Collins. Battis is 
also assistant director of Off-Campus 
Life at Colorado State University.
2004 - Rich Lavine (General Studies) 
owns the Grocery Outlet in Dublin, 
Calif., with his wife, Ruth. Zach Van 
Lue (Music, Spanish) left his house­
boat in Egypt, where he worked for 
an English-language radio station, for 
Dubai during the turmoil in Egypt in 
early February.
2005 - Lydia Han (Accounting) be­
came manager of the certified pub­
lic accounting firm Varner Sytsma 
Herndon. Gregory Carroll (Music 
Performance), recently played Canio 
in Opera Cleveland's production of "I 
Pagliacci." Professional photographer 
Garrett Grove won the Ski Salt Lake 
Shootout, a photo contest to promote 
skiing at Salt Lake. Grove's work has 
also been seen in magazines such as 
"Powder," "Outside," "British Airways," 
"Skiing,""ESPN"and others.
2006 - Meghan Arbuckle (English 
Literature, French), joined the Jesuit 
Volunteer Corps, serving in a school in 
Chuuk-Saramen, Micronesia. Deborah 
Moriarty (Planning and Environmental 
Policy) is administrative and education
New trustees are human services 
CEO, Locke's former budget director
Gov. Chris Gregoire recently appointed Karen Lee and Dick 
Thompson ('65, Political Science) to the university's Board of 
Trustees.
Lee is CEO of the Seattle-based 
Pioneer Human Services, which offers 
housing, employment training, treat­
ment, counseling and other social 
services. From 2005 to 2010, she was 
commissioner of the Washington State 
Employment Security Department. A 
graduate of the U.S. Military Academy 
at West Point who earned a law degree 
and an MBA from the University of 
Washington, she is also president of 
the National Association of State Workforce Agencies. Lee's term 
on Western's Board of Trustees ends in September 2016.
Karen Lee
Thompson was the state budget director 
under Gov. Gary Locke and chief of staff 
for Gov. Booth Gardner. He was also 
director of Government Relations and 
interim athletic director at the University 
of Washington and has 15 years'experi­
ence as a city attorney or city manager 
in Snohomish, Everett and Puyallup.
After graduating from WWU, Thompson 
earned a law degree from the University 
of Washington. His term on WWU's Board 
of Trustees ends in September 2015.
Travel is life-long learning. 1/1/e invite you to join Western alumni, family and friends on an 
adventure that suits your vacation style. We have partnered with five travel professionals, 
ach with their own niche, to create varied experiences and adventures for you.
ACTIVE = Exploration on your own two feet or from a bicycle seat
FAMILY = Activities for adults, children and teens
LUXURY = Cruises are on medium size ships with
exceptional accommodations, service and cuisine
RELAXING = Cultural guided tours as well as time for independent explorations
SCENIC = River cruises take place on first-class smaller ships that can 
access exotic ports of call along the rivers of Europe
newyork
www.wwualumni.com/travel
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Who's calling from WWUl
Students who call during the annual 
Phonathon know firsthand what a 
difference your support nnakes for students
Rosa Beyene:
Senior, Seattle resident, Journalism-Public 
Relations major, Phonathon caller
A little history:
I was born in Seattle, but Tm from Eritrea.
My parents migrated here in 1986 from Sudan escaping the 
Eritrean and Ethiopian war.
Why Journalism-Public Relations:
I love working on a team and I have a passion for writing. 
Journalistic writing is very complex, yet concise - 
something I enjoy.
Favorite thing about Western:
I love the diverse and outspoken students. The professors are 
so enriched with experience and really value the students. 
Western has helped me grow as an individual and has opened 
my eyes to what the world has to offer.
Best place to study:
The library computer lab in Haggard Hall. I cant study in 
complete silence so \t's the perfect environment for me.
Scholarship support:
I have received the Multicultural Achievement Program 
Scholarship since my freshman year. Without it, obtaining 
education would be much more difficult.
On being a Phonathon caller:
I like fundraising on behalf of Western because I see what 
Western has done for me and other students. I know I am 
raising money to help students obtain an excellent education.
-■Money raised this year:
Almost $12,000! M
Most memorable call:
I spoke with a Biology graduate who had so much interest in 
me as a student and had very motivating words. One of his 
friends from Western called In and he put all three of us on the 
phone! It was truly a great conversation, fille^ yyith laughter 
and memories.
Future philanthropic plans:
I have seen firsthand what a difference donors make for 
students. Western is my second home; after I graduate I 
would love to help provide students with excellent 
resources to excel.
Western
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FOUNDATION
www.foundation.wwu.edu
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coordinator of the Feiro Marine Life 
Center, a non-profit aquarium and sci­
ence center on City Pier in Port Angeles. 
U.S. Marine Corps pilot Stuart Wheeler 
(Political Science) recently graduated 
from basic jet training in Meridian, Miss, 
and has been assigned to fly the AV8B, 
a unique vertical-takeoff jet. Wheeler 
also helped his father design, build 
and patent the world's first hollow- 
frame wood bicycle, which his father 
now sells worldwide through Renovo 
Design LLC, in Portland.
2007 - Rachel Andrews (American 
Cultural Studies) opened Bellingham 
Wedding and Event Rentals. Jamie 
Sluys (Interdisciplinary Concentration) 
became head baseball coach at Everett 
High School. Marissa Harshman 
(Journalism) became the health beat 
reporter at the Columbian newspaper.
2008 - Wren McLaughlin (MS, Human 
Movement and Performance) earned 
a doctorate in physical therapy at 
Duke University and became a physi­
cal therapist at Core Physical Therapy 
in Bellingham. Pianist David Brooks 
(Music Performance), a graduate stu­
dent at the University of Washington 
School of Music, recently won the
school's annual Concerto Competition. 
Amy Harder (Journalism), a reporter for 
the National Journal's CongressDaily, 
was recently interviewed on C-SPAN's 
"Washington Journal" about regulato­
ry changes affecting the coal industry.
2009 - Brian Davis (History/Social 
Studies) became the boys basket­
ball coach at Kentwood High School. 
Keegan Kenfield (Economics) became 
a personal banker at Bank of the Pacific 
in Lynden.
2010 - Katelyn Conway (English 
- Creative Writing) and Ali Nelson 
(Anthropology/Social Studies) joined 
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps. Conway 
serves in the Cardinal Sheehan Center 
in Bridgeport, Conn., and Nelson serves 
at Alternatives for Girls in Detroit. 
Austin Stiegemeier (Art) had his first 
solo exhibition of his paintings and 
prints at AHA! Creative, a graphic de­
sign and print shop in Coeur d'Alene. 
Danny Kam (Theatre) landed the lead 
role in "Don Giovanni: A New Musical" 
at Seattle Musical Theatre in January. 
Ashley Walton (Communication) 
opened Ashley's Room, a consignment 
store in Puyallup.
'Green Fire'sweeps Huxley College's 40 years
"Green Fire: A History of Huxley College," brings to life the story 
of Huxley College of the Environment - and the story of the 
environmental movement itself.
In the book, 40 alumni profiles give voice to the real-life ex­
periences of a diverse group of leaders who have forged and 
inspired four decades of environmental change.
"The history of Huxley College spans a tumultuous time in envi­
ronmental policy and politics and serves as a chronicle of one of 
the most important social shifts that has taken place in the last 
century," says Brad Smith, Dean of Huxley College. "We wanted 
to show how Huxley
College helped shape, I || PlrP
and was shaped by, thfe^ ■■ JL JIJ»C
broader environmental A HiSTOKY Of HtfXIlY COLiEGE
movement.
Huxley College helped establish environmental science and 
studies as an integral part of curriculum, says William Dietrich 
(73, journalism and Interdisciplinary Concentration), the book's 
author.
"The environmental movement has gone through all kinds of 
changes over the years, and in the last 40 years the population 
of the globe has grown from 3 billion to 7 billion," Dietrich says. 
"The mission and legacy of Huxley College is more powerful 
now than ever."
"Green Fire" is due out in print this spring. Order an advance 
copy at Huxley.Book@wwu.edu
Marriages 
and Unions
Janet Lyn Wilson ('95, Human Services) 
and Niomi Florence Fredrickson 
('98, Fairhaven) on Dec. 12, 2009, in 
Anacortes.
Jennifer Louie ('98, Music Performance) 
and John "Trey"Trainum III, on Feb. 19, 
2011, in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Kelani Choichoi Chan ('99, East Asian 
Studies) and Daniel Thomas Kennelly, 
on May 8,2010, in Washington, D.C.
Elizabeth Johnson ('03,
Interdisciplinary Child Development) 
and Cary Cronin on Aug. 21, 2010, in 
Redmond.
Stephanie Newby ('04, Anthropology) 
and Whit Tice on Nov. 5,2010, in Seattle.
CoquilleTalbert ('05, American Cultural 
Studies) and Severin Knutsen on June 
19, 2010, in Port Townsend.
Amanda McCullough ('06, Psychology) 
and Isaac Krig ('05, Economics/ 
Mathematics) on Aug. 27, 2010, in Port 
Gamble.
Kimberly Christine Linde ('06, 
Marketing) and Scott Timothy Kaul on 
Oct. 2,2010, in Federal Way.
JackieTrim ('07, Visual Communication) 
and Tim Morrow ('06, Business 
Administration-Management) on July
17.2010, in Seattle.
Kylee Cowden and Darrell Visser ('07, 
Finance) on June 25,2010, in Ferndale.
Jillian Thralls (08, Business 
Administration-Management 
Information Systems) and Aaron Gibbs 
('08, Cellular and Molecular Biology) on 
Oct. 8,2010, in Renton.
Molly LeFerriere ('08, Communication 
Sciences and Disorders; '10, MA, 
Speech-Language Pathology) and Jeff 
Morgan ('09, Communication), on June
20.2010, in Ferndale.
Bianca Szyszkowski ('09, Sociology) 
and Adam Tarleton ('10, Vehicle
Did you make it official?
I Let us know!
I If you recently got married or 
I entered into a domestic partner- 
I ship, share your news with us so 
we can include it In "Marriages 
j and Unions."
I Email your news, including your 
names, class years, and the date and 
place of your marriage or union, to 
mary.gallagher@wwu.edu.
Engineering Technology) on July 4,
2009, in Lacey.
Angela Steinkamp ('10, Theatre) and 
Benjamin Davenport ('10, Music) on 
July 10,2010, in Federal Way.
Obituaries
1930 - Margaret Macpherson, 92, who 
had a long career as an accountant in 
Oakland, Calif., on Oct. 2,2010.
1934 - Eleanor L. McBeath, 96, on Nov.
11.2010, in Tacoma.
1937 - Gerhard "Gay" Digerness, 97, 
on Nov. 17,2010, in Bellingham.
1938 - Evelyn E. Steger, 93, a retired 
philosophy professor at St. John's 
University, on Jan. 29, 2011, in the 
house she designed and helped build 
in Glen Cove, N.Y.
1939 - Yvonne Alice Steelhammer 
Van Doren, 90, a musician and retired 
teacher, on Nov. 21,2010, in Chico, Calif
1947 “ Norman T. Dahl, 90, a retired 
teacher and electrician, and one of the 
first inducted into the WWU Athletic 
Hall of Fame, on Nov. 25, 2010.
1948 - Howard Broad, 92, who owned 
an insurance agency in Everett, on 
Sept. 7,2010.
1950 - Frank "Moose" Zurline, 86, a 
successful business owner, a found­
ing director of the Bellingham Boys 
and Girls Club and a member of the 
WWU Athletic Hall of Fame, on Dec. 14,
2010, in Bellingham. Mr. Zurline was 
a longtime supporter of WWU, par­
ticularly through the Zurline Athletic 
Scholarship Endowment at the Western 
Foundation. Clarena M. McLachlan, 85, 
of Deer Harbor, on March 21, 2010. 
John Bernard "Barney" Chichester, 
104, retired assistant superintendent 
of the Seattle School District, on Jan. 3,
2011, in Seattle.
1952 - Marie Meenk, 100, a retired 
teacher, on Oct. 11, 2010. Robert 
Lawrence Jerstedt, 81, a former teach­
er, avid fisher and founder of the 
Jerstedt Lumber Co. in Bellingham, on 
Oct. 28,2010.
1953 - Tom B. Philpott, 83, a retired 
teacher and commercial fisher, on Dec.
14.2010.
1955 - Mark Wheeler, 67, of Lynden, 
on Dec. 25,2010.
1956 - James M. Tincker, 80, retired 
general manager of KPUG/KAFE ra­
dio in Bellingham, on Nov. 29, 2010, in 
Lynden.
1958 - John Wilson Abbott, 78, a re­
tired teacher, counselor and coach, on 
Feb. 4, 2011,
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Jeff Morris ('83) is immersed in the enormity of the world's tiniest things
Jeff Morris ('83, Business Administration) has built a career at the 
intersection of science and public policy.
Now as the EPA's National Program Director for Nanotechnology, Mor­
ris leads a team of scientists and analysts exploring both the benefi­
cial and harmful effects of nanotechnology: the science of materials 
so tiny they're measured In billionths of meters.
For example, EPA researchers helped determine that nano-scale bits 
of Iron can clean up pollutants such as PCBs in groundwater. The tiny 
particles are now at work in 38 polluted groundwater sites around 
the country, Morris says, and twice that number around the world.
"We're looking at how nanomaterials can be most effective, and 
making sure that introducing those materials into the ground water 
plume won't trade one pollutant for another," says Morris.
After earning a business degree at Western, Morris got hooked on 
environmental policy during a Peace Corps stint in the Dominican 
Republic. He eventually wrote a master's thesis about economic 
incentives for reforestation in the Dominican Republic and went to 
Washington, D.C., to work in the EPA's pesticides program.
"I had seen the public policy decisions made in the Dominican Re­
public and how they affected environmental protection there," Morris 
says. It was work he wanted to be a part of in the U.S.
Commercial interest in nanotechnology is exploding. The EPA has 
had requests to sign off on more than 100 different types of nano- 
materials headed to market. Long used In paint and sunscreen, 
nanoparticles are now used in carbon fibers to make stronger, lighter 
structures such as bicycle frames, tennis rackets and airplane wings. 
Nanoparticles are also used in fabrics to keep clothing cleaner and 
fresher. But do those tiny particles expose workers to health hazards
in the factory? Do 
they get washed 
away in the laun­
dry and pollute the 
water? These are 
questions for the 
scientists at EPA 
and elsewhere.
Nanotechnology 
will also be an im­
portant part of the 
next generation 
of lithium-ion bat­
teries, particularly 
in transportation,
Morris says. But if 
the nano-elements 
can be removed 
easily, people
won't have to risk their health ~ or the environment - to dismantle 
and recycle those batteries.
"We have a history In environmental protection of spending all our 
energy cleaning up problems that occur when we didn't understand 
the Impact of doing things," Morris says. "We're trying to stay, if not 
ahead of the curve, at least on it."
These days, Morris works with other federal and international agen­
cies to collaborate on nanotechnology research. The U.S., Japan and 
other countries recently pooled their funds to study one type of 
carbon nanotube, he says. Morris is also writing a book about the 
Intersection of science and policy as it relates to nanotechnology.
Jeff Morris ('83) is the National Program 
Director for Nanotechnology at the EPA
I960 - Gerald A. Larson, 76, a retired 
Boeing worker and member of the 
Washington State Youth Soccer Hall of 
Fame, on Jan. 27,2011, in Birch Bay.
1962 - Dallas Steven Kloke, 71, of
Anacortes, on Sept. 25, 2010.
1963 - Herbert R. Haugo, 69, a retired 
math and driver's education teacher, on 
Dec. 1,2010, in Snohomish.
1969 - Adele Diane Jonasson, 64, a re­
tired bookkeeper, on Nov. 10, 2010.
1970 - Lynn Robert Stavert, 64, a navi­
gational programmer at Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, on Sept. 30, 2010, in Los 
Angeles.
1971 - Steve Cronkhite, 67, a small 
business owner, on Oct. 14, 2010, in 
Bellingham.
1973 - Gary James Legg, 64, on Sept. 
19,2010, in Everett.
1978 - William Gregory Bird, 64, a
retired teacher, coach and vice princi­
pal, on Feb. 4,2011, in Vancouver, B.C.
1979 - Dean Olmstead, 55, president 
of EchoStar Satellite Services who 
played a leading role in the consolida­
tion of the global satellite industry, on 
Oct. 16, 2010, in Princeton, N.J.
1980 - Robert G. Poole, 61, a mental 
health clinician, on Oct. 2,2010.
1985 - Steve Pilcher, 90, a retired or­
ganic chemist and a founding board 
member of the Bellingham Food Co- 
Op, on Nov. 24, 2010.
2009 - Tanya Hanlon, 34, a writ­
er and volunteer, on Nov. 3, 2010, in 
Bellingham.
FACULTY AND STAFF
Christine Compston, 61, fellowships 
advisor at Western, on March 8, 2011. 
Dr. Compston rapidly expanded the
number of students applying for dis­
tinguished fellowships and scholar­
ships -Western was one of the nation's 
top Fulbright-generating universities in 
2010.
Howard John Critchfield, 90, a
Professor Emeritus of Geography at 
WWU, on Nov. 17, 2010, in Bellingham. 
Known by his nickname, "Critch," Dr. 
Critchfield served as the chair of the 
Geography Department and the State 
Climatologist.
Joseph R. Crook, 74, a Professor 
Emeritus of Chemistry who taught at 
Western from 1970 to 1995, on Nov. 27,
2010, in Bellingham.
Shearlean Duke, 64, chair of the 
Journalism Department, on Feb. 2,
2011. Duke was a repoter and editor 
at the Los Angeles Times and a senior 
public relations professional before 
coming to Western in 1999.
Barton Frank, 84, a longtime cello 
professor active with the orchestra at 
Western, on March 10,2011.
Paul Glenn, 89, an artist. Western alum­
nus and Associate Professor Emeritus of 
Fairhaven College of Interdisciplinary 
Studies, on Feb. 25, 2011.
Patricia Margaret Mitchell, 76, who 
taught interior design and art in the 
Home Economics Department from 
1978 to 1993, serving as the depart­
ment's acting chair. Ms. Mitchell also 
served in the Peace Corps in Ghana 
from 1993 to 1995 and from 1997 to 
1998. She earned a Bachelor of Arts in 
Elementary Education and Master of 
Education in Art from Western in 1977.
Gerard F. Rutan, 76, a Professor 
Emeritus of Political Science, on March 
30, 2011. He was head of the Canadian 
Studies Department and received the 
Canadian Donner Medal for his work 
furthering Canadian studies in the U.S.
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t was one of those first a I most-warm, blue-sky days of spring 
when Rhys Logan went out to Bellingham Bay with some 
buddies last April.
The tide was out; they knew the sandy bottom and flat water off 
the beach near Locust Street in Bellingham would have great 
conditions for skim boarding. "You just run along, toss the board 
on the water and jump on it," Logan says.
Logan, a senior Visual Journalism major, accompanied the 
experts. WWU students Bryce Hermansen and Tony Saddler, 
along with IsaacThomas ('10, Special Education and Elementary 
Education) are team riders for DB Skimboards, a small but 
growing Tacoma-area company Hermansen and Thomas started 
with some other friends in high school.
the back country of nearby national forests collecting field 
data for U.S. Forest Service scientists. A co-worker asked him 
to help shoot a friend's wedding, and he's been hooked on 
photography ever since. Already a specialist in documenting 
outdoor adventures, Logan's work has been published in Seattle 
Metropolitan Magazine, National Geographic.com, Climbing, 
com. The Bellingham Herald and outdoor adventure blogs.
"I narcissistically documented my own life, and I was able to get 
a few images that were worth looking at," Logan says. "It's stuff I 
would be doing anyway: snowboarding, hiking, backpacking, fly 
fishing - the awesome activities Washington provides."
Especially on days like this.
Logan, 24, grew up in Waterville, in the high desert plateaus 
northeast of Wenatchee, and spent several summers tromping
Read more about DB Skimboards online at
www.wwu.edu/window
S'- *^00^
Right: Bryce Hermansen, a Business Administration senior/rips through ^ 
the low-tide waters of Bellingham Bay on a plank made by Bis company,
DB Skimboards. WWU Accounting senior Tony Saddler, a team rider for * ; 
the company, watches. "1^*
Above: WWU student Bryce Hermansen, left, douses IsaacThomas L10), ^ "
of DB Skimboards, a company the two helped start in high school.
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Photos by Rhys Logan
"Western's my home. Western has always supported me and it would 
be a shame for me to not do the same. I love being a Viking."
Erik Lowe (’09) Life Member since 2009
university of Pittsburgh law student graduation giftfrom his parents)
• Met fiancee Nikki Brown ('10) at Western.
• Lived in the Fairhaven Residence Halls, on 32nd Street, and 
in the Lettered Streets neighborhood.
• Asa senior, he served as AS President.
• Hewasa memberofWWU's ACLUCIub.
• Served as executive vice president of Western Democrats 
student club for two years.
• While at Western, he spent his free time with future fiancee 
Brown, playing video games, and going to the movies.
Loves Western's focus on 
student leadership
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